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JEWISH NEW YEAR
BEGINS TOMORROW

• •

NEW GUARD FOR CZAlt CHOSEN.
General de Munn to Succeed Trepoff at Imperial Palace.
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SEWER DISTRICT
IN ROWLANDTOWN

THEFTS ON OCEAN LINER.
Many of the Passengers Are Placed
Uuder Suspicion,

New York, Sept. 18.— The American liner New York
reached her
pier with many of her passengers
unconsciously
under suspicion. On
the way over J. S. B. Thompson, of
Atlanta, reported that he had been
robbed of. a Swiss gold watch valued
at $1,000, and a day later J. Carroll
Payne, of the same place, reported
to the captain the loss of $350. As
soon lie the New York could reach
the wireless station a local detective
agency was informed, and it had
several men on the pier when the
COUNCIL PLANS FOR FUTIIIR
vessel arrived. They consulted the
steamship officers and examined several of the employes, but no arrests
In committee of the whole, and were made.
separate sessions
night the
last
general council ratified the contract Z1MMERNIAN IS NOW FOR BRYAN
with the Thomas Bridges' Sons for
--the eonatruction of the sewer in dis- Ohio Democrat Unreservedly litelooses
Nebraska''.
trict, No. 2, between Ninth and Thirteenth, Jones and Trimble streets,
and tonight the two
boards will
Springfield, 0., Sept. Is
.101111 T.
meet jointly again for the purpose of Zimmerman, eonservative candidate
considering plans for sewer district. for the Democratic gubernatorial
No. :3. This, it Is understood, is to nomination in 1e03 against Tom
take in Rowlandtown and the sec- Johnson, has broken his sit. nee of a
tion of the city north of Trimble year or more end comes out squarely
street to the western limits.
for Bryan. Zimmerman admits hiIt will require six districts to supported Bryan in a etkewarin =sincompletely sewer Paducah, Districts, ner in 1896 and in litsio, but says he
No. 1 and 2, extend from the river is now for hint unreservedly
lie deto Thirteenth
street
and Jones clares Bryan has said mottling about
street to Trimble street. District No. government ownership that any con3, will comprise the northern sec- servative Democrat cannot Indorse
tion. District, No, 4, perhaps, will He believes Bryan does not expect to
embrace the territory between Jones make it an name, but to hold in restreet and Island creek, the river serve as an ultimate remedy in case
and the western limits, while Me- present laws are not effective
chanicsburg necessarily must have
its own district.
12451,000 DFI.'AULTER IS CAUGHT.
Districts, No. 1 and 2, use the
same outfait main for sanitary sew- T. W. Alexander, Missing Head of
erage, having also a storm
water
Georgia Cotton Finn, Is Caught.
outlet back of the railroad shops
District, No. 4, will connect with
Augusta, Oa., Sept. 18.—Thomas
this Aystem.
W. Alexander., head of the largest
The others will all have separate cotton firm in Auguste, who two
outlets Into the river. The proposed months ago disappeared after having
district, No. 3, will drain into the defaulted for approximately $200,Ohio river in the north end of the 0.00, has ban arrested by a private
detective agency In Pittateurg and has
city.
The work will not be undertaken agreed to come back to - Augusta
without minion ien papas.
this rear.

St. Petersburg, Sept. Is.— General de Moulin, former prefect of St.
Petersburg, will succeed
the late
of Whole to DinObserved by People of Race General Trepoff as commandant of Committee
.
the imperial palace. The police at
cuss Project Tonight.
as Religious Festival.
Warsaw today discovered the headquarters of the revolutionaries in
Lesznos street and seized a supply
Origin of Observance When Israel of bombs
and weapons and import- Will Require Kix Merest» to Drain
occupied Palestine and measen
Paducah With Four Sanitary
ant documents. Two territorie mem
Outten Sewers.
of Work Commenced.
ant documents. Two terrorists were
executed in the citadel of Warsaw
yesterday.
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PADUCAH, KY.. TUESDAY EVENING. SEPTEMBER 18. 1906.

The Jewish New Year, whech begins Wednesday eve and whose observance is continued until sunset
Thursday, Is, next to the Day of
Atonement, the most solemn day in
Israel's calendar of holidays. Its
.observance dates back several centuries
prior to the present era. When Israel dwelt in Palestine, and was engaged in tilling the soil, and all of
were deterits principal festivals
mined and characterized by some particular phase in agricultural life, as
plowing, seeding, growth and reaping
of tete grain and harvesting.
The New Year marked the beginning of agricultural activities in Palestine, and hence the opening of the
economic year_ After the Jews wee-es
deprived of their fatherland and
were scattered throughout the world,
the observance of this day was, nevertheless, continued, though its characteT and significance welt*, somewhat changed. Since the Jews were
usually governed in civil and economic matters by the laws and customs that prevailed in the lad wherein they dwelt, this day came to be
regarded by the Jews as the New
Year less in a.civil, and more in a
religious sense, as it marks the beginning_of Israel's season.
Based upon the passage Lev. sail.
24; "Speak unto the children
of
Israel, saying, in the seventh month,
on the first day of the month, shall
be a solemn rest unto you, Li 'memorial of blowing of trumpets a holy
convention," It came to be regarded
prtmarlly asses "day of memorial,"
and as the "judgment day,' when all
the inhabitants, of the world, according to an old rabbinical interpretations, pass before the Creator for
judgment. Hence the day became
one of most solemn significance, and
was largely given over to reflection
and self-examination, and the days
intervening between its commencement and the cities of the "day of
atonement," were designated as the
days of penitence, or the season of
repentance. Not that man could not,
or would not repent on any other
day, for it was a common saying.
"repent one day before thy
death
1i, e. every day, for no man knoweth
the day Of his death), by the rabbi
of old, understanding well that there
is a time for everything, and knowing that in the strain and stream of
every day tire, most men find
but
little time for reflection and
selfscrutiny and repentance., thought it
desirable that man shou:d have a
special season of sell-communion and
repentance, during which he might
live on a higher and loftier spiritual
end moral plane.
It is the beginning of this season.
that the holiday, which
faits on
Thursday next marks, and so deeply
has it entered into the consciousness
of the Jewi.h peosee, and so great is
,the tradition and the age and the
convention attached- to it, that almore every one who calls himeell a
Jew will observe this day and the
Day of Atonement, even though he
observes nothing else that is Jewish.
Nearly every Jewish house throttigh
out the country is closed on the day,
and all work and labor suspended.
The New Year day has. Its own
joyful and Joyous aspect, too, even
as the civil New Year has. New
Year cards are sent from one to the
other and New Year's greetings and
visits are commonly exchanged. Thus
It beconIes a day of eerious contemplation and self-communion on
the one bend, and a day of hope and
cheer and good fellowiehip on the
other, which sunny day is character
tette of most Jewish festivals.

RAINS DO DAMAGE
To Section Near Lincoln, Nebraska—
Bridges and Tracks Swept.
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 18,—A tremendons rain whloh fell In and
around Lincoln last night and today
caused heavy damage. The Union
Pacific suffered at Valparaiso, Raymond and Wahoo. The Northwestern'a track was also damaged. In
Raymond, four !Whet, of water fell
in a few bona. Many bridges were
an through that Streets

AT

MAY FIELD.

Spoke to • Packed Courthouse
Ilernoeratic Voters,

of

Stay:field, Ky., Sept. 18.-- Goeernor Beckham spoke here yesterday
to a packed courthouse of Democratic' voters. He spoke about one hour
and a half, during which time he received the very closest attention. He
was very respectful in speaking of
his opponent, Senator McCreary, but
his exposition of his critics was
strong and 'severe. He made a fine
impression

"ORE MONEY
NEEDED TO BUY MATERIAL FOR
HOSE DRYING EQUIPMENT.

Sufficient Funds Appropriated Only
to Build -Drying House" for
One Station.

The lire and police e0MtblaslOatsra
have rejected the appropriation of
the council for "drying houses" for
the Side...2. 3 and 4 fire stations becaner it is not suffieient to build the
three houses
sieeveoty-eight donate will build
one dry house: that is the timber
bill will be covered by this and the
labor will be furnished by the firemen." Chief Woods stated, "We
want three houses and It will take a
total of $214 for the three. The dry
houses will make It possible to dry
hoop quickly, thus preserving it, and
will be economical. It will save the
YOUTHFUL TERRORS OF
city hundreds of dollars on hose, esLERTOWN SWEAR.
pecially "rag hove" which rots when
not immediately dried.

ON SKULL

u,/tt:1
10 CENTS PER WEEK

SENMICED FOR LIFE
WAS JAMES GRAHAM
End of What Promised to be One of Paducah's Murder Mysteries.
He Confessed.
TRIAL LASTED JUST FIVE MINUTES

James Franklin Graham, 19 years
ilatilitifibiseldshill0081110111114119dige '
Os
pleaded guilty to murdering
SPEED OF JUST1CF:,
Claude Bass and robbing him of is
^
money this morning in circuit court
and in five mettles after he was arKilled Claude Kass Aug. 21.
raigned and entered his plea he was
His victim died August 23.
en route back to jail sentenced to
Bam identified August Sin.
peniteusiary
futprhionment in the
Graham caught Sept. ii.
for life.
!tilde a coulessostou In jam
punishment
Graham
took 'the
%lug balk led September ill.
calmly and his abject appearance
Given life sentence today.
as he sat with downcast eyes and
hung head excited pity.
Ott the night of August 21 Claude
Bass and James Graham
met at
Ninth street and Kentucky avenue,
and got drunk.
They went on
the north side to see women. Grahain
suggested • skiff ride and they walkWILL BE REPRESENTED AT DE- ed to the river to secure a skiff bet
V'ElA)P%1ENT tONA'ENTION.
could not rent one. It is presumed
that Graham had the idea of striking
Bass with an oar and proteabiy stunning him to secure the money end
Delegates (liosett by Commercial
then drop hint into the river.
Night—
Club at Meeting Last
Falling in this attempt the two
Local Man Beads Paper.
started towards Sixth
street and
when the rear of die old Durrett
slaughter pen was reached, Graham
'McCracken county will be repre- secured an iron bar and attacked his
sented at the state development con- companion. He must have strurit
vention which meets at Winchester, hint several blows judging from the
Ky., the second week In October. condition of Base' tettel viten his
Nearly every county in the state is body was found the next morning
the
enlisted in the movement and
Bass was taken to Riverside and
Paducah Commercial club has taken operated on but he died tne next
up the matter in behalf of local In- morning. Graham had left town but
returned the night before Bass died,
tereets
At a meeting last night a. A. Pew- Learning the next morning that his
ter, Hon Charles K. Wheeler. W. F. victim had expired. Graham left and
Paxton, R L Reeves and Secretary did not return until a few days ago
D W Coons were chosen delegates when he Wes arrested by Poll.r:man
Matlock.
•
All of them will attend if possible.
Secretary Coons is on the proIn the meantime Policeman James
gram for a paper, detailing the work Clark had worked up the case and
HEL- RESIGNS AFTER ONE TRIAL AND
of the Southwestern Kentucky Immi- secured
Mrs
from
an affidavit
ANOTHH,ER IS SOUGHT,
gration association, which will he or- Fletcher to the effect that Graham
ganised at the convention in this city came to her house the night of the

M'CRACKEN

SCIENCE TEACHER

October 4 and 5.
Archbishop and Cardinal.
Baltimore, Md.. Sept. 18.—Archbishop Ireland, of St. Paut. and
Bishop O'Clesurman, of Sioux Falls. S.
D., who came to Baltimore yesterday
to pay their respects to Cardinal Gibbons, 'left for Washington today. The
Archbishop had a conference
with
Cardinal Gibbons today but would
not disclose Its nature.

TYPHOON
DESTROYS SHIPPING IN PORT OP'
HONG-KONG.

Mille Hundreds of People, Mostly
Sailors, and Wrecks Visimelw—
Without Any Warning,

Manila Sept.
Without the
slightest warning Hong Kong was
visited today by a terrible typhoon.
which swept across the island on
which
the city is located and
wrought great damage in the harbor. The news was cabled from
Hong Kong. Great property loss is
reported and hundreds of lives. It
is reported the coast for miles Is
lined with 'the wreckage of small
craft, caught in storm, and driven
ashore. The loss of life is fieaviest
among the crews of vessels in port.
A hundred sailors lost their lives in
the breakers, The German steamer,
Joanne and the
British
steamer,
Cheting, went down with all hands,
It is reported. Business is at a
stanstill. The natives are almost in
a panic.

"Jesse James, Jr., Gang" Confess to Principal Is N..etlied for McKinley
Stealing Books After Plotting
Building, the Latest Addition
to Murder.
to System.

Easton, Pa., Sept. 18.—Two members of the "Jesse James, Jr., gang"
of Hellertown, which had planned,
among other crimes, to wreck a
train, burn up a mill and blow up a
hall, were arraigned before Judge
Scott today, pleaded gqilty to the
larceny of books from
the public
school builditigs clt that place, and
were sent to the house of refuge.
Chief of Police Zimpfer testified
that "Capt." Nast had made a confession after his arrest In which he
told of the oath each member ot
the gang had taken. The oath follows:
"I siweast on thin skull, the emblem
of death, to be true to the Black
Flag tinder which I have enlisted. I
will be Satthful and true to my comrades in all action and will obey the
commands of my captain. Father or
Mother, wife or child shall not be
idered In my eyes if my duty demands thelf death. If I fail in any
of these things, may I be killed and
my hones left to bleach like this
skull I now grasp. This is my oath,"
WONDERFUL AUTO.
Stensland's Scheme for Self-Oiling
Motor.

Chicago, Sept. 18.—Bank President Paul 0. Stensland, in his Steel
Ball company, rivaled the famous
Keeley as a money hopper for the
credulous. A mysterious automobile according to a machinist who
worked at the plant of the Steel
Ball company, constituted Its entire
Mr. Arthur Y. Martin has return- output. This automobile is estied after a long visit in central Ken- mated to have cost $182,500. It
tucky for his health.
takes rank as the most expensive
automobile in the world.
The ,automobile had for its mystery part a device by which the machine was to be oiled automatically
It is the daily average circufor an indefinite period, regardless
lation of a newspaper that the
of the flight of time or the caprices
shrewd advertiser investigates--of the Standard 011 company. All
"High Water" days don't count,
that the prospective owner had to
The Sun's daily average laid
do was to buy the machine. Automonth was S040.
matically It did all the rest, Including the payment of Evanston fines
for exceeding the speed limit.

Raging Storm Headed Inland.
Washington, Sept. It—The storm
which raged off the Carolina coast
today is (-entered tonight over eastern
Georgia. The weather bureau anOne day was the extent of Prof nounced that the storm is of a deM. C. Vick's service in the High structive, character and is probably
school as master of science
He did headed inland for the
Miesiesimil
not feel capable of doing the work, valley.
and resigned the position yesterday
afternoon, "It is not an eaRy matter."
said Supt. Lleb. "to secure a man
who can Ad she position. but I have
telegraphed three teachers and expect to hear from one of them at
once. I hope to secure a mas for the WAS TRIAL OF TWO HUNDRED
Place by the end of the weeek."
PRISONERS BY COURTMARTIAL
Prof. G. F. Miller, of Farmington,
Mo, who has accepted the position
of assistant principal at the High
Sentenced to Death by Officers 'Who
school, Is detained and will not reach
Organised Massacre at SiedIce
Paducah this week. He probably
—No Mercy.
wilt be on hand Monday.
This morning Miss Mary Brasseton
was Installed as a teacher of 10netsh
in -departmental work. She is a sister
Warsaw, Sept. 18.— Arraigned
court
of Miss Ada Brazelton.
for trial before a military
The McKinley school Is crippled composed of officers who recently orby lack of a reenter prlaelpal. The ganized the terrible _massacre at
place is being held open beseausie of SledIce, Mt terrorists today were
the fact that the arbitration commit- condemned to death. Such travesty
tee has not acted.
Attorney John justice never before witnessed, not
G. Miller is away from the city and even in Russia. The fate of the priscannot attend. Until he does the oners was foretold as soon as It was
committee cannot meet.
learned they would be tried by court
Prof. I , M. Bitlington, county martial. The authorities at St. Peschool superintendent, acted as prin- tersburg have been asked to comcipal at the McKinley school last mute the sentences. 'Under the new
week. This week ,Prof. C. Harrison, Russian order providing for military
of the county schools. Is acting. The trials execution must follow in 48
officials are anxfons to get this posi- hours after the sentence is pronounc-

TRAVESTY

tion filled.

ed.

B. & 0, Connecting Link.
New York, Sept. 18.—The Tribune
says: E. II. Harriman and his associates, It was said yesterday, in quarters usually Well informed, have acquired control of 'the Baltimore and
Ohio and propose using It, with prate
ably the ('his-ago and Alton as a conwith
the
necting link In forming
lino front
Tinton Pacific through
ocean to ocean

Grand Circuit Opens.
Columbus, 0., Sept. 18— The opening day of the Columbus Grand
circuit race meeting brought forth
splendid weather fast track and a
number of record breaking performanees.

filtewillrl Withdrawn.
Denver, Col., Sept. 18.—It was at- not/need that Philip B. Stewart, of
Colorado Springs, the Republican
nominee for governor of Colorado has
withdrawn from the ticket on account of Ill health.

Partly cloudy tonight and
Wednesday with prohahly.ahowers in east portion. 'The highest
temperature reached yesterday
was 00 and the lowest today
was 70.

murder, washed
his
blood
from
hands and confessed to her he had
killed a fellow named Bass with an
Iron bar, because he would not go
to sleep so he coved rob him without hurting him.
At first Graham denied everything
Two days later he confessed that he
did kill Bass but in self-defense. He
claimed he did not rob him, however, but that he had to strike inecause•
Bass attacked him with a pistol. He
claimed he did it with wagon spoke.
Saturday Graham weakened, and
told Policeman James Clark all the
facts, but still stuck to the self-defense plea. The confession was printed in full in The Sun.
Sunday and Monday Graham tie'
liberated. He 'seemed worried and
would not talk much about the murder. He would say tittle to reporters and visitors and thls morning
white in jail announced that he was
the light and was going to
give up.
"I am going to plead guilty'," he
stated when being taken to the'
—jail,
"and will beg the mercy of the
elirit
G
i n
..h am was arraigned, the indictment read by the clerk. and a
plea of guilty entered. The indictment was explained to the jury and
Commonwealth's Attorney John
Lovett, recommended, on account of
Graham' age, to fix his punishment
at life Imprisonment in the penitentiary. The jury so declared without leaving the room.
Graham appeared weak and sick.
He would talk to no one.
Graham has a mother, Mrs. Jennie Shaw living near Terrell and
Math streets.
Mystery Cleared.
The conviction of Graham clears
up what promised to be Paducah's
most startling
murder
mystery.
Bass had laid uneonsclous in the
weeds from 10 o'clock at night until
14 o'clock the next
morning and
when found there was not an article on his person by which to identify hint. His face was bruised and
crushed beyond the
possibility of
recognition. He came here from Gray
vale, Ill. the Saturday before the
murder and he was not identified
until after his body was buried, Then
several false clews led, the police
astray until Patrolman Clark secured Mrs. Fletcher's affidavit.
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COLUIBUS WINS !NEWS OF KENTUCKY 'ASYLUM SCANDAL
Che Kentucky
CHAMPIONSHIP FOR GRAND JURY sitTpacit AND NIGHT.
THURSDAY, SEPT. 22

Highlimd Denmark Dies,
Lexington, Ky , Sept. 1‘+ - HighCaused
land Denmark, probably the world's
greatest saddle horse sire, was found
Orolnee to End.
Death of Inntste.
dead in his stall by John L. Cray this
morning. He was the sire of more
ring
Indiasapolia Ftnbiliee in Last Role. money-winners in the show
haVea19944tion Wee Stopsp,d Refore It
than any other horse in the history
While °them Are Well Bunchiteachott Frankfort by State
the American show dells and was
of
ed iii Rate*.
himself unbeaten up to his six-yearold form.
Attie/leen

SCORES 4/F

Chances That Cruelty

ksalleiltioll SetlsOR

TfYIE

RIG LEAGUES

Milwaukee, Wt., Sept. 18.- The
official standing of the club* of the
American association of Baseball
leagues which to:used yesterday follows: Columbus, 6211; Milwaukee,
562; Minneapolis, 530; Toledo, 527;
Kanitai City, 4/40; Louisville, 461;
St. Paul, 447; Indianapolis, 363.
itineepolis-St. Paul ealled in
fifth on account of wain; no scores.

Illuercraite Fair Opens Its Gates.
Lexington, Ky., Sept. 15 --The big
street parade, which marked the opening of the Bluegrass fair today.
was the largest seen here since the
first Elk's fair, several years ago.
The fair opened under
auspicious
circumstances, with a record-breaking first day crowd in attendance.
The management of the_fair suffered
a loss of over one thousand dollars
early this mm-muff by a fire Which
broke out in the temporary stables
erected for the use of the cattle
rings.

LEXINGTON

STIRRED

UP

Elmer Walter's
5parlitling Western Play

A
Thoroughbred
Tramp

Lexington, Ky , Sept. 18.- The
charge that the death of Fred Ketterer, of Ashland, was due to his
treatment by certain attendants at
the Eastern Kentucky asylum in this
city, has created a sensation. it Is
alleged by the tartly of the dead
man that an investigation into his
death was prevented by a prominent
Democratie politician who Is a candidate before the coming primary.
Ketterer was a member of the Ashland, Ky., lodge of Maccabees and
!Price% 2.3c, :1.5c; 50c, 75c.
that body drew up resointiens condemning the treatment alleged
Seats on sale Friday 9 a. ns.
to
have been administered to film, but
before the resolutions could be sent
to the governor and board of control
It is alleged the Democratic official,.
himself a member of the same lodgel
in Ashland, prevailed on the committee not to take any action until af- Metodramic mystifying
in
ter the election.
SI'RPRISE
J. Franklin Walters!, a former attendant at the asylum, resigned
shortly after the Ketterer affair and
went to Mffiland and placed the family of the dead man In possession of
the facts as he knew them and worked up the evidence, which will be
presented to the grand jury
here
nest Monday.

A Story of Colorado.

THEKENTUCKY ThursdaY

20

MAHARA'S
BIG MINSTREL CARNIVAL

40 BRIGHT STARS 40
Jolly
and comedy
ripples of laughter during the entire extertainnuent
Nothing hut the cleanest and best in colored comedy.

One grand treat of music, mirth

THE

ORIGINAL GEORGIA

SHOUTERS!

songs, calliope
quartet, "Old Black Joe," "Old Kentucky Home,''
New revival

hymns, camp meeting

''Swanee River," introducing the Blackberry Twins.

18 --GRAND CONCERT ORCHESTRA-18
TIM OWSLE.Y, tccentric contnedlan. composer

Fine Scenic Display.

and singer of ''I'm Crazy. I Am
the great colorrd
comedy song. CLEVER BILLY YOUNG,
comedian. who always makes good.

Commendable Cast.

TRAVELING IN THEIR OWN $30,000 PALACE CAR
Entire balcony and gallery .
colored patrol,s.

Hurrah Fun!

Prices

Sensational Effects.

National League.
20,000 at State Pair.
New York, Sept. 18- - The visitors
Louisville, Ky.. Sept. 18. - Kentried out a new pitcher with disastuck 'a state fair opened today under
trous results.
the
most auspicious
conditions.
RHE
Bright skies and warm, ureezy temNew York
13 15 1
perature vied with the gorgeousness
Philadelphia
......I
2 7 3
Batteries-- Matthewson, Fergu- of the display', in delighting 10,000
peop.e who were on the grounds beson, Bresnahan and
Fitzgerald;
fore
2 o'clock.
Moser and Dooin.
At 4.30 o'clock the crowd in attendance was estimated at 211,000.
American League.
Even the management was surChicago, Sept. 18.- Oldring's error. with the aid of Donohue's sac- prised by the army of people which
rifice and a single by McFarland won began streaming through the gates
before the exhibits were in actual
the game for the locals.
readiness.
RHE
Chicle.
5 8
Tobacco Cessp Burned.
Philadelphia
411 4
Mayfield, Sept. 18.- A barn beBatteries-- Walsh and Roth;Wadlonging to Hart Austin near Dublin,
dell, Schrock and Byrnes.
Not the old style detective,
burned
Saturday
afternoon
and
but a young, modern fellow
about 4,300 sticks of tobacco were
RHE
who keeps you guessing.
burned. The tobacco
belonged to
Detroit
2 9 2
Bunk Burgess, Doc* Toon and Hart
Balaton
7121
Austin. The loss of barn and tobacco
Batteries- Donovan and Payne,
is about $451i. Two years ago Mr.
Tannehill and Armbruster.
Austin's residence burned and he
River Stages.
Augmented company of superior
lost al: his household effects. Last
Cairo
R H E
16,7
0.5
fall
players.
Chorus' ot prettily -cosyear all his tobacco burned. Three
•(71eveland
Chattanooga
9 2
4.9 n 3 fall tamed show girls. Great
other barns were destroyed during
quartet
Washington
4 8 0
Cincinnati ......
7.3 0.1 fill
the week in that neighborhood. R.
comedians.
singing
of
Batteries - Rhoades and Clarke:
Evansville
...... 6.8 0.8 fall
T. Courtney lost his barn containing
Faikenburg and Warner.
Florence
3.8 0.5 fai!
two thousand sticks of tobacco. FayJohnsonville
7.1 0.1 fall
Prices: 21%,
ette Brower lost a big barn filled
1.0c. VW%
I,ou:sville
3.4 6.2 fall
IR H E with tohaeco as did Kit Ballard.
Memo on %ale Murata) 9 a. in.
The
Sr. Louis
Mt Carn.111
1.1 6.1 T.,'
312 1 buildings caught
While the weed was
N1114 York
Nashville
4 8 1 being tired.
10.0 0.7 f
Pittsburg
Batteries-Pelty and O'Connor;
a
5.9 0.3 fall
Davis Island Dam .." 2.7 0.3 fa"
Chesbro and Kleinow.
11.1(14: WITH DEATH.
St. Louis
2.7 6.1 es°
Mt Vernon
Malaria Causes Loos of Appetite.
7.3 0.1 fall
Typhoid Fever Patient flurrying to
Paducah
The Old Standard Grove's Taste9.5 0.9 fs'l
CasseyvIlle.
less Chill Tonic drives out malaria
sad builds up the system. Sold by
From the steady fall in the last
get r n
rtat6
Near death from typhoid
fever
II desired aft•r
to t
72 hours. It seems that the river will
all dealers for 27 years. Pries dliss.
guaranteed to a.,n1
contracted in the lumber bustneris In
low water stage unless rains
a
to
KO
the swamps of Missouri, P. E. Cain
'tiring It up. The gauge registered a
ONE CENT PER MILB
was brought to the city on the Dick
ither of the Follwoor
APPI7 so
Houses
fall of 0 P this morning in the last
Fowler last night accompanied by
J. D. STRAUS 54
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24 hours. The stage is 9.5. Business
A'la The Lookout Nfountain-liattle.
INIP:11411, BANNAltill tift a to.
his brother John Cain, his sister Mrs.
110111111grl slung. MFG. so.
was
good at the wharf-today.
field Route
J. H.
ILLI48 PtA DOLICKY 10.
('ook and W. H. Nunn. He was being
ST, LOUIS.
The Clyde arrived from the TenN., C. & ST. L. it'1".
carried to Caseyville, Ky., from An941.341 Chattanooga anti Iteturn $(1.31)
nessee river last night and went on
derson, Mo. He was on a cot and
down to Joppa to del:ver freight.
:his morning suffered a sinking spell,
T:ckots on sale September 17, 18
The C:le will leave Wednesday evwhich prevented their departure over
and 19. Return limit Septemher 10.
ening for the Tennessee river.
the railroad for their
destination.
11 depositing ticket and on payment
The Scotia will be let Into the
They ;eft on the John Hopkins at
of 50 cents riturn limit will be exriver Wednesday or Thursday from
noon hut he was Dot expected
to the dry docks. The
tended to October 31. Stop-overs at
Henrietta will
reatfi home alive.
get off in a few days and the Royal
all points where there Is an agent.
and Gate City will take their places.
ALSO SIDE TRIPS from ChattaSkating allesgsau and night.
FAVORS NEW ROUTE.
nooga to points in the southeast at
The John Hopkins was the regular
Sixth std Broadway. Eagle's
packet today for Evansville at. 11
rate of one fare plus 25 cents for the
round trip. TWO TRAINit DAILY. Inspector Looks rimer Melber Rural o'clock.
Mnit DistrIet.
for further particulars see
It will be an Indefinite time before the Joe Fowler goes back into
D. J. MULLANEY, Agent City Office,
*
Mr.
Cleary, rural route in- the Evansville trade, now being fill430 Broadway. Phone 212.
E S. BURNHAM, Agent Depot Ticket spector, yesterday went over 26 miles ed by the Dunbar. After the new
•AWN,
of the new route proposed for the wheel is completed, the boat will be
Office. Phone 22.
Melber and Lovelaceville district and paintha and other minor repairs will
MENANOWOMIN.
talks favorably of Its establishment.. be made. The river also may get .too
Use the alloy armature!
dwharree.tallaintnalleat
attend."
Twenty-six miles Is too long for one low for the Joe Fowler, whith would
Warearod
irritations or Weerstleao
loser
,
of mot, r:. warohranee
44.'•
route, especially when the mall does keep the Dunbar in that trade until
n_____Oeeoeim
Painless, awl sot uwisITIIIIIKLOO. g.aI orgaloonoue
not leave Meiber until 11 o'clock is the fall rise.
11911111aAn 0
ataNI tas lareassista.
the morning. This would keep a
Observers of river stages probaor mat is plain aroma*
v... A.
by earalap., arssa441.
good man and horse hustling to cover bly noticed yesterday that the
task S a.ttlaull.Tfa
river
•••••
(30••••1••• ••••••• orthe route daily. It wIll have to be fell at every point. This happens
oncut down. The route was laid out ly rarely,
by the petitioners,. Inspector Cleary
NOTICE.
Two barges were pulled out on the
went south from Paducah.
ways yesterday for caulking.
The Dick Fowler left two howl; (Mt of new anbacrIbers added by thc
East Tennessee Telephone Comlate yesterday morning on account
DUMMY TRAIN
pany Today:
of the absence of two officers who
Haub, Express and Baggage From were summoned Into court. The
trip to Cairo this morning was fair.
Broadway.
679-2 -Snyder, Catherine, E. F.
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Daring Balloon
Assension
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----i.m-I
The Phantom
And Free Band
Detective
Conc
ert
At Wallace Park
Sunday, Sept. 23d.
Free to All.
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RIVER NEWS

_
Immense Magical Scenic En- 1
vironment That Astonishes.

DEN OF REAL LIONS

PITT!
Office 126

•

WANTED!

JA

HARNESS MAKERS, COLIN:
MAKERS, SADDLE HANDS,
MACHINE OPER1TORS
AND CUTTERS

Wallace Park Casino

OPEN SHOPS

WEEK SEPT. 17
Beginning Tonight.

ECLIPSE

SKATING RINK '

CITY
We are re

Direct from the Big Circuits.

J. E. BIVENS, Mgr.
Admission 10c

W. L.

01

High Class Vaudeville
ladies Admitted FREE TONIGHT

"M

OnfifillINNIIIIMEMMI

I

Goy N•nce. Whit,

V
Uncle
New Phones a

Theatrica:

RE you Planning for a

EI

of

do you need a new

the social family evening
home
If so, why
own
your
in
not take home a package of
pack (or

hENTV(
Tonight
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Bridge or Whist Party

..Mo
...Pit'
. Thor(
PARK ('.4t
Vaudeillie .
Home !sties.
.

Playing Cards
your nerds at little cost
full line of Counters.
Chips, Score Blanks, Bridge Score
and supply

Moving
-ta Is the real meni
'Lyman II. Howe's 1.
the most roiccessful
Citations 'Acting it
that the public /me
and bored by aenselt
entAy projected pictu
Pur9oam. Mr Howe •

We carry a

.1•10

Cards, etc.. etc.
A pack of Resall Playing Cards,
superior in slip and finish and equal
to regular

25c. packs for 15c.

W. B. PHERSON
Fourth mod Broadway.

^

Because of the collapse of a part
of the Cross creek bridge on Caldwell street leading to the union depot. dummy trains are being run by
the Illinois Central to accommodate
the transfer and express companies
The dummy trains carry all express
and baggage matter from Elevelnh
street and Broadway. Engine, No
129, in the switching service, and a
big box car are used. Mr John Lehnhard, the engine foreman, is in
charge.

D. No, 5.
Official Forecasts.
579-1---Wilkins, W. C., R. F. D.
The Ohio, from Evansville to
No, 5.
no and the Tennessee from Florence
572-1-WilkIng, N., R. F. D. No. 5.
to the mouth will -continue to fall
-579-3-Walker, Sam. R. F. D.
during the next several days.
No. 5,
The Mississippi, from Chester to
472 -Powell, G. H. Hotel Craig.
Cairo, no tiiiierial change during
Like other commodities telephone
the next 24 hours, with a falling tenservice should be paid for according
dency.
to its worth and value.

Will Not Spend a Cent.
Democrats and
Reputilleans of
Warwick county, Indiana, have signed an iron clad agreement and,posted $500 forfeit each
Primaries In New York.
guaranteeing
Primary elections are held In New that neither will use money nor othYork city by both the Democratic and er illegal influence in the coming
Republican parties today. Much in- election.
terest Is taken In these primaries this
yehr because of contests for control
The Teems Wouder
being waged against B. B. Odell, Jr
Cures all kidney, bladder and rheuthe prevent head of the state Repub- matic troubles; sold by J.
H Dehllican organization, and Charles F. schlaeger, 1;01 Broadway, Dr, IC,
W.
Murphy, head of the Tammany De- Hall, office 2926 Olive street, 8t
mocracy.
Louis, Mo.

We have in the city over 3,000
subscribers or five times as many as
the Independent company; outside
the city and within the county we
have 63 times as mt.ny subscribers as
the Independent company. Yet we
will place a telephone in your residence at the tame rate the Independent company, la supposed to charge.
and provide in addition, long distance facilities which will enable you
to reach fifty million people from
tour borne .
Call 300 for further information.
EAST .TENNESSEE. TELEPHONE
OOMPANT.

She

LENOX HOTEL
BUFFALO
Modern

Highest Grade

OUR

OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS

Every few minutes hczween Hotel, Depots,
Wharves and through Business District.
•

EUROPEAN PLAN
5160 per day and op.
GEORGE DVCHSCHERER
FiREPROOF THROUGHOUT

Pforietof

WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME

Out paying rent. Let us build the house: you pay
for it as you
pay rent Vacant lots in all parts of ihe city,
Nice lo's on the
proposed car extension on Broad to union
depot and on Allen
streets from $50 to $350 each. Buy now on
while cheap. This is the highest ground in theinstallment plan
city. Property
is-advancing rapidly.

McCracken Real Estate 63

Mortgage Co

1.111rard F3. tionaltarsit, Prom. nod
Mgr. IThorsto 76g.

PAO.TRIM%

IIPMS PAITT70A1711 EVENT/RI Sul*

PARK BOND ISSUE
ELECTION .MEASURE

the- attitude of the boards toward aluvt been
premutel, aud
that he
meeting of the committee of the though
t it safe for the city to pass
whole tonight to take action for the such ordinan
ces to remain in the
creation of sewer district No. 3. The hands of the
board of public works
boards voted the meting.
until the engineer had prepared the
The meeting then adjourned.
specifications.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.

War on High Cigar Prices

The Clay street ordinance
has come to an end, and the victor is--the smoki
was
ng public.
given first Passage.
Council Resumed.
Introduced By Board of Coun2,000 American druggists, by the establishment I the Nation
The board of councilmen resumed
al Cigar Stands
Ordinance for the improving of
Co., have abolished all payments of tribute to rn;,Y 1_emen,
cilmen Last Night.
session at.5: 30 o'clock.
Boyd street from Sixth etteet to Sevand
made it possible
for the smoker to purchase his cigars at one
Mayor Yelser "cited" the action In enth street, first pamage.
retail pro& over what the
cigars cost, instead of two or more big ones, as formerly.
donating Ve0.0 to the Commercial
Ordinance for sidewalks on South
club, aud stated that the money had Sixth street from Tennessee street to
The National Cigar Stands Co. neither owns drut.!gists
Delegate to Re Sew to Waterw
ays
nor is owned by them—
been called for but was tot
Norton street, first Passage.
it is the druggists themselves (the undersigned among them)
Conventkni at Portsmou(h—
report
A
was received from the
Why Streets Art. Dark.
as to secure advantages which, as individuals,,they could , acting in unison so
not secure.
Mayor Yeiser read a letter requset- board of public works concerning
This union of stores gives in its aggregate selling, the
ing the attendance of Paducah dele- the light plant.
greatest el:car outlet on
earth; owns its Own brands; controls its own factories.
gates to the Ohio Valley ImproveThe board of public works was
Its members can now
offer better cigar values than have ever
WOULD REFORM BILL BOARD
S. ment association, asking that a dele- asked to explain why portions of the
!I (
",•,1
fore.
gation be sent to Portsmouth, 0., on city are in darkness. It is because
October 17 and IX and that $24110 be armature has burned out.
appropriated to defray the delegate's
City Engineer Washington stated
The general council met last
night expense
he had received but two sets of pikns
s.
In joint session and ratified
contrects
Hon. S. A. Fowler wes prceent and for Island creek bridge.
made with Thomas Bridges'
Sons, of
'etre e
An application from E. C. }esker.
'Wabash, Ind., for building sewer dis- made a few explanatory remarks relis an example. It is a 3 for 25c. cigar, with the profits of
ative to the importance of Ohio river Eighth and Bojd streets, for a saloon
trict No. 2. and ale° for belittlin
g side- Improve
four
middlemen left out. It is automatically maintained in
license,
ments.
was
referre
He
d. The location
stated that $21t
walks in several parts of the
city. was a
an artificial Cuban climate until handed to the customer.
small attunt to ask for, con- was not definite
Each board later ratified the
con- siderin
An application from H. H. Evans,
g the ImPortance of the intertracts separately. The council.
later ests
involved. The matter was re- at SIIR North Twelfth street, for a
In its regular session
voted to place
liquor license was granted.
ferred to the finance committee.
the matter of issuing $100,00
4) for
An application for liquor license
Mayor Yeiser stated that a mubetiding city parks. The two boards
SCAR STANDS
nicipality meeting of the United from John W Counts & company,
also in joint session agreed to
meet States
103
South
would
Second
street,
be
held
was
Septemb
granttonight to take some definite
er 26,
action 24 and
27, and suggested that two ed.
towards building sewer district
No. 3. delegat
Severnl deeds and transfers to lots
es be appointed. The motion
_ s
was ratified.
Mayor Yelser and J. In Oak Grove were ratified.
Councilmen.
'
Mewl Sleeting.
Q. C. Taylor, of,the board of public
The board of councilmen met
first works,
will be the delegates.
with Councilmen Crendle,
New Russissees.
Herzog,
s
Mayor Yeiser was authorized to
Councilman Van 'Meter moved that
Katterjohn and Oehischlaeger
ab- sign
Ai..•
both main and lateral Hewer con- the board of public- works be
sent
asked
The minutes of the last regular tracts with the Thomas Bridget com- to cut down the street expenses be„Is
pany.
cause the fund has been overdrawn.
and called meetings were read
and
Solicitor Jallie.8 Campbell stated Carried.
adopted.
that memo specific arrangements had
Mr. Yates, of Meehaniorburg, stat*
to be made to go over private proper* *
ed that a mistake existed In regard
Committee of the Whole Meets.
ty. The board of public works and
Mayor Yeeer's suggestion to have
to a Sidewalk on Farley street. He
a recent§ for a few minutes In order sewerage committee were authorised stated that the ordinance committee
lit ei
to take this matter in hand.
to hold a meeting of the committ
and engineer had here instructed to
se
Bids from Wililam Husbands and draft
of the whole was adopted
such an ordinance, and it-bee
3 F. Jones for work on Mechisniesbeen six weeks since this action was
Mayor Yeiser suggested a meeting
of the committee of the whole and burg streets improvements were re- taken. He also veered the board for
ferred to the council by the board
of decay In repairing an alley, to which
Mayor Yeiser was made chairman
There sire nix Naticsnal
lgurStand/4in Paidut.:eah at the following
public works. The board of public
adnearly all the property has ben dedMajor Yelser :erste& thaat he calldrose•surs and only at thsseesetande s.;un :National
works
4.;Iggera be obtained.
considered the bids too high. irated. He stated that conii:
ed the meeting of the boards
as a
eounclIman Barnett stated that are so
committee of the
had that the city reale
W. B. McPHERSON, 335 Broadway.
whole becanse
the work carried with it the buildin maintai
Thomas Bridges' Sens desire to begin
g
ning a nuisance. He spoke
F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets.
ri fills, and called for a little more as if the residents would bring an
the work at once. Mayor Yelser statmoney to make the improvements. unless
J. D. BACON, Seventh and Jackson1Sts.
ed that some complaint had
the
city
took
immedi
ate
a.
been He
stated that he had heard no com- tion.
lodged from "poorer Classes" and he
J. C. GILBERT, 1646 Meyers Street.
Invited remonstrances from any one plaint from property owners, and
He owns mc great deal of propel •
that they understood thoroughly
PETTITS RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Sts.
the in that locality himself, Ile said.
present. He stated that the origina,
conditions. He stated that the matcontraet did not call for laterals and
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway.
Peestdent Mettroom stated that
ter was satisfactory to all propert
on this account some property
y the property owners would not.
own- owners.
He stated that Husbands'
ers did not want the contract ratted
had net dedicated, and until they d
bill was the beet possible as
he had the city would not act.
for newer district No. 2. Mayor Yee
(ger carefuej read two contracts with based his bids on takinjedirt off some
Mr. Yates declared that the cirj
streets and making the fills.
the Bridges firm, the latter providing
solicitor had been instructed to bring
The
contract with Husbands was
for the building of the laterals.
condemnation suits.
ordered closed and the contract' orThe action of the board of public
The city solicitor stated that he
dered signed. The-property Is that
works la awarding both main sewers
DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
bad received no such instructions,
adjacent to the
Th.• Si 00 bottle comains 2.41 Sense th•
school
McKinley
and laterals contracts to the
trial Be.. which sous Ow 70 sera,
The street committee and board of
Bridges house.
AAAAAA BD ONLY AT TIN LADORATO
NT
firm was ratified. The bond was
public works were instructed to see
Thomas Bridges' Sons. of Wabash,
L. C. DeliVITT k COMPALNY. CHICA
fixed at $141,000, the time limit fixed
k110. 11.2.
if they could make a compromise for
0OLD BY LANS RAM
Ind., secured contracts for building
at March I, 1907.
the ProPettY•
-sidewaiks on Fourth street from HusAny Modulations or changes to be
Mayor Yetser stated that there that obscene llustrations were dibands street to Norton street: Poenmade, shall be made only by the
was an alley between Fourth and slayed on the bill boards here. Mae
tale avenue from Jefferson street to
board of 'ruble: works or sewer comFifth. Jackson and Adams streets, Yelper was Inetructed to have a Mil r
mittee of the generel council. The Monroe street, and Jones tercet from that he wanted opened. and that If rant issued and Counci
lman
latter motion was enanimously adopt- Ninth street to Eleventh Mreet. The the city succeeded he would, offer a summoned
as the "star witness."
work will be started at once.
ed as a whole.
bonus as he was a property owner in
On motion the board adjourned.
Mayor Yeiser stated that on North
Now located at
The meeting of the committee of
that vicittlte. The motion to refer
Ninth
street
where Improvements are
the whole was adjourned.
investig
ation was adopted.
for an
Prince Heine Heads Navy.
being made, property owners have
Councilman
Williamson etatsd
Sopt. 17 -Prince Henre
refused. to move fences back. He
that he had a "pet alley.- one between Prussia, hits ben
Aldermen Meet.
We are ready for all hinds of hauling.
asked an expression. Major Yeiser
Twelfth and Thirteenth. Jeffernon Thiandiedn-ehief of
The board of aldermen was called
stated that he would go ahead and
and Monroe 'streets. The Welter In active service. He succeeds A
to order with all members present.
make narrower sidewalks rather than
suggested arle ation
befere con- miral Von Koester, who retains
Mayor Yeiser read his cal
'
, for
a get into a controversy.
demnation. The matter was referred -eye of chef Inspector of the nase
ratification of the contracts. The
Solicitor Campbell. after having
to the oelassittoltusual formality was gone through
been informed that the property (supm r; Hill called attention
c
Iliaharrfhp Par The *am
with. The action of the board of
ers are encroaching on
the city
public works was ratified in both
stated that the fences can be by for,
contracts, the sewers and laterals.
removed.
Mayor Yelser was Instructed to
‘'IlIN
On motion the city engineer was
sign both contracts
The laterals directed to move
such fences even
are for le cents the laterlal foot.
If the property owners objected
The board of aldermen then adThe mayor was instructed to adjourned.
vertise for coal bids for the year for
-all eity plants and institutions. The
Committee of Whole .tgain.
coal Is to be weighed over the city
A call of the eel was bad to test
scales.
Cite Clerk Bailey reported that an
appropriation of $75 for lumber to
hulkd drying bins for drying bose
CAMPBELL BLOCK
was allowed by the! boards. The
T•ispbottec Office. 369; Residence, Ted board of fire and pollee commissioners rejected the matter. No a
INSURANCE
was taken.
The matter of refunding J. M
Key's mrney paid In for liquor license, was filed away.
Several transfers and deeds to lots
In Oak Grove cemetery were ratified
The hoard of publie works was
authorised to fill in the hollow be326 S. Third Street
tween Third and Fourth. Harrison
and Madison streets, for better drainCarries the most com- age.
plete line-of
A petition front property owners
for 'conerete pavements, curbs and
gutters on
Tennessee
Ohio
and
streets from Second street to Thirteenth street was favorably acted on
The report of the finance commit
tee for the half month amounting to
$7,0112.500 for salaries and accounts,
was -received and filed.
in the
• .

•

•

•
•
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CUBA—ROMA
Clear Havana Cigar;at 5 cents

•

Sk

iI

DYSPEPSIA CURE

CITY TRANSFER CO.
(Dauber's Stable.

•

TELEPHONE 499

SUBSCRIBEFOR THE SUN, TEN CENTS A WEEK

Drink Belvedere, The Paducah Beer

11111 L. VEIL I CI

And Promote a HOW Industry
VER
E Y time you order or call for BELVEDERE BEER

S. E. Mitchell

Bicycles and Supplies
city,

Morgan & Wright
Tires
the standard of the world

$5.50 Per Pair

Ordinances Acted •Ou.
Ordinance to place the matter of
issuing $11e0,0e0 bonds for city parks
first passage.
Councilman Duvall asked to be excused and left,
Ordinance for the improvement of
Clay streeewest of Seventeenth street
to Nineteenth street.
Solicitor James Campbell
City
Listed that the court of appeals had
passed on the matter of the eltv
-1.taistaa oroaanceal for street Intproven/10mM when speCitlestlottit had

you
are furthering a home industry. The Paducah Brewery
Company employs only HOME LABOR, and adds to the pay
roles of Paducah, so every cent you spend for BELVEDERE remains at home.
We don't solicit your business on that score alone, however.
BELVEDERE is not excelled by any beer on the market. In
truth, we believe it surpasses any in purity, in taste and healthgiving qualities.
Drink BELVEDERE, the Paducah Beer, next time. In fact,
ALL THE TIME DRINK BELVEDERE.
•—••••or.

•

ar

",411

WIN KAM

frXECCATI elrENINEll

VA4c I:10nm') sun.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 111.
•

RATHER SUGGESTIVE.

AFTIPINOOM AND WEEKLY

BY TBE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
INCOPPOnaTtit
Pumas. President.
Eustis J. Pantos. General Manager.

F. ht.

No More Criminal Trials.
The malicious
shooting
ease
against Sam Liebe! was continued
The murder charge against Cicero
Anderson was by agreement continued. This was on account of the absence of witnesses. Anderson killed
John Mix. He will make a motion
for bail and the hearing will be Friday.
All petit jurors were finally discharged, all the Jury cases having
been disposed of The grand jury reminds in session until Friday.

SUBSCRIPTION RATA':
'Battered at the postothos at Paduesb, my., ec
second cloth matter )
TN* DAILY SUN
Sy carrier. per week
.10
By malt per month, ID advance..---- 40
By mall, per year. in advance.....
tin
THE 14ZKLY SUN
mall. .141ge paid
_111.00
AtItIrema TRH SUN,Peewee. Ky.

Psi year, by

Orsige, Ill &ma Third.

TaLeraorms

Payne I Young Meese eel New York rap
feseassa vas
THE SUN can be found al the following
ipecac
R. ti Clemson' It 00,
Van Culin Brow
Palmer House.
Join W1lhelm •

T
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
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PITT
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Civil Molts Flied.
T M Walters, executor of Mary
S. Armistead against ishmail Sherron and others for a sale of property
fur settlement.
Ha "Cupid is blind."
0. L. Gregory against 0. P. WilShe: "Yes, so I have hoard. And the oonversation of some lovesick psio•
son and others, for notes aggregatpie makes me wish-that he were also deaf and dumb.*
ing $3,750.
views of the last
minister who
MUST GIVE BONDS.
0. L. Gregory against *James A.
caught his ear, the intrepid, the reRoberta for notes aggregating $1,lentless Trepoff pursued his course In Big Amounts to Canal Commis- 680.
of suppression by force, and brought MilSa to Insure all Coolies Deported
order out et chaos In Moscow and
Cases Desposed Of.
Washington. Sept .18.- Chinese
St. Peteriburg. Trepoff does not rank
Thomax Norfieet. charged with
with military genius. He was a po- laborers, taken to Panama for work
selling a watch that did not belong
lice chief, and as such acknowledged Out the canal will be required to be
to him, was acquitted yesterday afno superior. While the grand dukes deported at the coucluslon of their
ternoon.
plotted and trembled. In the castle. service. To insure their deportation
Lena Jackson, colored, was given
they turned to the son of the found- the Panama government will require
ling are to protect them against the contractors who furnish the Chi- one year In the penitentiary Mils
their own hendiwork. His father was nese laborers to give a bond of morning for attempting to burn the
found on the back door step of a $50,000 for the first 2,500 Ma- house of Mettle Martin, colored. She
lowly German family, and the name men and 920 each for laborers In had a quarrel with the latter and
tried to take revenge by burning her
g.ven him signifies "backdoor step." any number in excess of 2,500.
house.
The elder Trepoff grew to promi-

August 1..3836
August 17 - 1888
August 2..3848
August 18..3874
August 3..3883
August 20..3852
August 4..13854
August 21..3811
August 6..3863
August 22.3834
August 7..3879
August 23..3833
August 8.3916
August 24..3841
August 9..3927
August 25..4220
August 10..3896
August 27..3865
August 11..3951
August 28..3849
August 13..3814
August 29..4327
August 14.3885
August 30.4330
August 15..3904
August 31..4407
August 16 .3894
1
Total
106.379 nence through
the secret section of
Average for August, 1906
3940 the police.
Both entered the service
Average for August, 1905
3705 through
the back door and both died
guarding the front. Whatever may
Increase
235 have been their faults,
cowardice and
Personally appeared
before me, inefficiency were not among
them.
this September 1, 1906. le J. p.
an, general manager of The Sun,
Eastern Kentucky .papers
are
who affirms that the above statement
making mireh of a suspicious death
of the circulation of The Sun for the in the asylum
at Lexington. Coming
month of August. terse, is true to the as
it does in the heat of the DemoPrat of his knowledge and belief.
cratic state campaign the story bears
PETER PURYEAR,
the indicia of "political roorback."
Notary Public.
If we believed as do some of the
My commission expires January fnocratic
factionists, we would
12. 1908.
vote the Republican ticket, if the
other fellow was elected.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The Sun is authorised to announce
Maybe Perry is safe and carrying
D. A. Cross as a candidete for Pollee
the secret of the frozen north triJudge of the Padueah Police Court.
umphantly back to the world; but
subject to the action of the Demothe majority of his predecessors
tirade primary. Thursday, September
cached in the polar seam, have lin20.
gered to become part or mat Icy secret.
The Sun is authorized to !announce
E. H. Puryear as a candidate for PoPress reports say the boll went
llee Judge of the Paducah
Pollee is traveling eastward. The
boll wn
Court. subject to the ortem of the
by this time should be able
to
Democratic primary, Thursday Sep- travel in the
same class with Mortember 20.
gan, Harriman. Lawson and Gates.
1•11.1.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Daily Thought.
"A character sketch of a man nearly always looks different from his
photograpb.-
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Owensboro Is jubilant over the
prospects of an 8-story "sky seraper."
The sky must hang low over Owensboro.

A FLAUNTING SHAME.
That olive branch Secretary Taft
Judge Reed has taken a step In Is bearing to Cuba looks like a big
regard to the Kentucky avenue baw- stick to President Palma.
dy houses, which cannot help becoming populer. The idea of letting these
That "chain-prayer crank" is getbrazen creaturea. who ply their hor- ting old. Somebody' suggest a -chainrible tragic in human life and virtue less prayer."
wlfbin sight and sound of Broad within plain view of the pubJohn Doe Is In trouble again
lic library and the route traveled by
High school girls every day, appear
CAR OF MATCHES BURNS.
before the commonwealth's attorney
once or twice a year. and the police Wreck Ignite. Lucifers and Greet
Judge every six months and sitbmit
Ireweurtion Follows.
to nominal fines, is more obnoxious
than permitting them to pursue their
Houston, Tex., Sept. 18.-This afcourse unmolested. The exaction of ternoon an International and Great
a nominal fine at stated periods looks Northern extra (relent train from
too much like leWng tribute, a St. Louts and points Past with shipsharing of the profits of sin. Post- ments for Houston,
San Antonio and
'ley the commonwealth through Its hared& was derailed at Price's
-court ran accomplish some thing-so- Switch 16 miles north of Palestine.
ward ridding Hre city of the presence One of the ears carried a half
ear of
of this awful debauchery of woman- matches and these were
ignited, ann
hood. At least, the court may com- flamea_spread to fourteen cars of the
pel the white slave owners to move twenty-three derailed. A appeal
--their market place back from Broad- train carrying the emergency
apsay and allow decent people to trav- paratus of the international
and
el the principal street of the city Great Northern shops
at Palestine
without being compelled to look on was sent one followed by a
special
the abhorrent spectacle of the lat- train with officials
of the roads.
ticed houses. and their painted inmates, every day of their lives.
NEW RIVER IS DISCOVERED.
General Trepoff. commandant of
the Russian imperial palace, whose
death by natural causes has created
greater surprise than would the assassination of the czar, rises to almost heroic proportions compared
with the other men, now in authortty in Russia. With the exception of
Witte, to whose methods those of
Trepoff were diametrically opposed,
there seems to be no other figure in
Russia to command attention. What
distingnishes most the tyrant of the
capitol is. hia alICCerla. Even the great
Witte hampered as he was by bitter court intrignes and the fostered
distrust of the peasants, was -glad :o
turn to Tropes!, in his dire dilemma.
Cruel he was, and justly hated by
the peasant Hasa, hut he was master
of the situation. He was fearless,
too. With his fearlessness, went
coolnesaand discretion. No.lese than
six desperate attempts to end his
life, ignominiously failed. While the
trembling,

vacillating

changed his

csar,

often

policy according to the

By the Duke of Abruzzi In Evpioring
Africa.
New York, Sept. 18.- A special
cable to the Herald Dom Marseilles
says that the Duke of Abruzzi, who
has arrived there, has just made announcement that one of the most important scientific results achieved In
his latest explorations in the Interior of Africa was the discovery of a
river never before described in any
geography
He marked its course
and measured Its volume and flow.
Says Farewell to Zion City.
Chicago, Sept. 18.-John Alexander Dowle, who, according to
general belief in Zion City, is in an
extremely low condition of health.
announced yesterday a farewell service at Shiloh house for next Sunday. Immediately after, this service
be will leave for Mexico, if his phyalcal condition will permit, and ft Is
not expected that he will ever nee
Zion City again.
„

.SID IS SENT 140 SHIPWRECKED
British f'ruliser (k.011
Nee roundlet*

to AlkoistaliCe of
Fishermen.

St. Johns, N. le, Sept
le.--The
cruiser Fiona left today for Belle !shod with provisions and other supplies for the fishermen wrecked in
the recent gale. in all eleven fishing boats, returning from 'Labrador
with the serson's catch were driven
ashore, ad the 144) men, *omen and
children aboard barely escaped with
their lives. The boats and cargoes
were lost.

rilliajethen Broken

Up.

Manila, Sept. 1$.-- Reports received here from
expeditions sent
into the interior of the island
of
tote, In pursuit of the Pulajanes,
elate that ,as a result of recent attacks by troops, the Pulajenee have
broken np Into small parties.
A
large band near topaz has been dispersed.

In Pollee Court.
Edwin Wood and Jim Doolin were
presented in police aourt Me morning on the charge of petit lareeny. It
Is alleged that they stole rope from
the Ayer & Lord Tie company The
boys had not procured witnesses.and
as they are going to fight the case.
It was continued and the two recognised to appear tomorrow morning
for trial. Ed Vaseur and Aurman
Williams. alleged to have received
stoles

lee

tickets, were

granted

a

until September 19.
Other cases: Alia Keller's. colored,
$1 and costs. A D. Bagby, drunkenness, $1 and costs: Robert Laster,
white, drunkenness, $1 and costa:
Wylie Coleman, colored, carrying a
pistol, continued: Pinkney Childers and wife, disorderly conduct,
continued, S. B. Caldwell, nuisance,
distniued.

Clothing to Suit Every
Fancy and Every Purse
In offering You our new fall and whites showing of Cloth•
lug end Overrode, we call especial attention to the many
representative lines shown
We don't confine ourselves to one, two or three lines, hot
handle the proouct of • dt T n of the best manufacturers of
the country.
In this w•y we have something to suit
fancy, and
every psis. You may watt a forty dollar suit, and If two,
you find the best here that money will hay.
Votu neighbor may went a ten dollar suit, and be will
find the best heir that money will buy, for we are rust is
anziout to please and satisfy the ten dollar suit customer as
the forty dollar, snd you will find the sense policy pursued in
our every drpertment.

continuance

'e• Compromise Judgment.
In the case of Bush against the
Hillman Land & Iron company in
the Smithland circuit court, a comOpens Fight in Missouri .
promise was effected by which Bush
Hannibal. Mo., Sept. 18.---- Leslie
gets $225 instead at the $1,000 sued
M. Shaw, secretary of the tleasury.
for. C C. Grasshant represented the
In an address here today formally
Hillman•Land & Iron company.
opened the Republican compaign in
this state. Shaw dwelt at length upIn County Court.
on the tariff question and outlined
F. G Rudolph. public admtnistrathe stand taken by the Republican
tor of the estate of Mrs. 'Catherine
party.
Hessig. was authorized to sell the
•
personal effects at public auction.
YOU DON'T HASS TO WAIT
Sorry done makes you feel 'NNW,. Lai- Pros
Insir,s soar whole Isokles right. Seed
the
mosey-bock plaa evvrywhere. Price lio no&

tie

Court Notes.
t; B. 'Rowland was excused as a
petit juror and Joe
substituted,
Andrew Cooper. colored, charged
with criminal aessault for which he
got 12 years. filed • motion for a
new trial.
On account of s defeot lin the Indict/Ilene the ease of Lena Jackson,
colored, charged with arson, was dismissed and referred to the grand
jury. Another charging attempted
arson was returned.

C. me in this week and are whet the 141111011 (Senile soils
and overcoats. You won't be urged ts buy.

HEALTH AND VITALITY
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Induces Layton to Pay
Half Expense.

Chief Conine

SOME NERVE

BY
I YFFICKU molt
Through the efforts of James ColTENNESSEE.
ens, chief of police the stranded
carnival folks were provided with
transportation back home this afternoon. Most of the show people! Kidnaped Negro In Paducah, but Lost
came from Chicago and were
His Prisoner on Way to Train
brought to Paducah by William LayLean Night.
ton. Ever since the
failed
to
walk at the close of the *bow Saturday night the city hall and police
A Tiptonville. Tenn., officer came
station have been besieged by the
stranded folk. Chief Collins placed to Paducah and kidnaped a negro
himself In personal charge of reliev- under the nose of the police and was
ing the strangers of their misfor- taking him to the train whets the netune. After every other effort had gro made a break for liberty. The
failed the big chief corraled William officer started' after him, but the neLayton this afternoon and told him gro was a better 'runner. The pristhat something should be done to ppm escaped, and the officer returned
help the actors and girls that he had home He probably will know more
imported to Paducah. Layton fur- about the law when he comes to Paducah again.
nished half of the expenses.
The
DIsPLAVED

While Americana take great pride
and pleasure in being called "a
strenuous people," It is perhaps not
generally appreciated that a great
many ttilure themselves phy'slesllywreck nervous systems, invite premature wrinkles, gray hairs and infirmities by the hurry, worry way in
which they live, neglecting in many
instances proper care of the body and
letting the 'real pleasures of life escape
as a forfeit.
Unrestrained
strenuousness means neurasthenia
Deeds Piled.
ultimately.
W. N. Warren to Myrtle C Warren,
Neurasthenia is nerve-exhaustion
property in Rowiandtown, $200.
and that means Inefficiency of the
Andrew P. Humburg to Losetta A.
body to carry on vital functioning.
Pero, property in Harahan additioa.
Nerve testers lag: debility ensues:
carnival committee of the Central
Policeman Aaron Hurley tells the
$750.
listlessness and fatigue reign. Pain
Labor union readily came up with story; "The fellow came to Paducah
Andrew P. Humburg to James L.
may be felt in the hack; fulhoor
their half and the show folks were yesterday and kidnaped a big oneWesson. property In Harahan addipressure at. the top of the head: aihp
sent on their way.
eyed negro wanted
in Tiptonville
tion. $250.
Is broken and without refreshment;
for carrying concealed weapons. The
Rebecca F Washburn
to J F:
digestion notably la weak and loss of
Bridgwater, property in the county. EDIT MAW KILLS WRONG MAN. Officer got the negro and the first I
appetite, constipation and' distress
saw of him he was on the Car about
$2-00,
'"'WM
after eating are the rule. The headAndrew P. Hurnbarg to George E Aimed by Negro at a White, Warded 4.yelock going to the depot. At tbe
ache of neurasthenia is like a band
Cross Creek culvert the car stopped
Off, Causes Another's Death,
Ripley, property In the Harahan adaround the head; ordinarily is worse
and passengers were transferred. The
dition, $267.
In the morning and better towards
Rock Island, Ill., Sept. 18.-Henry' negro made a break and ran, Sr
the end of day, and is probably the
Terry, a negro. last night, in aiming did the deptsky sheriff. The deputy
Marriage Licenses.
moat common of all headaehe% which
a blow with his list at Herman Jana- made a good race but was mitOwen Nelson, city, 22, and Johnnie
come for treatment.
men, struck Andrew White, a white stripped.
B. Neeley, city, 17.
Now, drugs do not help neurasman. killing him. Terry was ar"'Catch him, Mr. Marshal, catch
thenia; that is admitted: end phyrested.
•
he cried at me. 'I reptled diUnions Are Growing.
sicians have long been accustomed
recting him to do the catching himWashington, Sept. 18.-The regto send their neurasthenic. away ular quarterly meeting of
self,
Killed by Engine.
the execfrom the cities to the mountains, sea- utive council .,ed the
"Is about ten minutes the officer
Milwaukee,
Sept.
1 S.--Walter
American Fedshore, abroad or anywhere to find eration of Labor began
here today. Poppert, aged 35 years, son of George returned. He had his hat in ht 'eft
new scenes and enjoy tranquil reeor- Thefinancial report
for eleven Poppert, president of the North Mil- band, his coat over hls shoulte.• and
ation. But that is expensive and months of the Federation's
fiscal waukee Manufacturing company, was his pistol in his right band. He was
there Is a surer, quicker and better year showed
the total receipts, killed this afternoon by an engine on puffing some. When he got eeltli
as well as lees costly way-Osteo- $307,156; expenditures $206,732. the Milwaukee railroad. He was cross train which was just milling out he
pathy.
Secretary Morrison'a report showed log the tracks and In getting out of cried back to me to send the neers
Osteopathy cures neurasthenia.- that in 1906 charters were issued to the way of one engine stepped In on If 1 found him. I -told him that
which Is but another name for nerv- six International unions, four date front of another
I would put him on the train and
ousness., by stimulation to the nerves branches for4-nine central
send
him If I caught him."
bodies.
and the circulation.
Port Receipts.
239 federal labor unions and local
T can show yon to your satisfac- trade unions. an Increase of twenty
Now York, Sept 18.-The renelpte
Monument to Washington.
tion In a very few minutes Why oste- chartered bodies over 1905.
at the ports today were 31,058 bates,
monument to the memory of
opathy is the sane rational cure for
against 22,284 last week and 49.642 George Washington was
- -- unveiled at
ALL diseases of the nerves.
last year
for the week 21.0.0000 Budapest, Hungary, and
Prominent Man Killed.
thousands
Coale to see me at any time beagainst
last
139,1.11
week
P, II Thletlowood, one of Cairo's
and 2410,- of persons attended
the exercises. In
tween the hours of 9 and,s41 In the most popular citizens, boarded the 475 last year.
Today's receipts at which the first
president
of this
forenoon and 2 and 6 In the after- wrong train at *Cairo Junction yen- Now Orleans were 4,821 bales, country was
eulogised
highly,
ors
noon. Dr G. 0. Eroage, 516 Broad- teedgy morning and in Jumping off against 2,254 last year, and at Hous- were the people of
the
Suited
way. Phone 1447.
ton 100,397, sgallost 15,374 last year.[States.
wee Itttistl.
_
•

ghost
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east this morning to purchase- a I %3514751MileVISWCW1111
. 1se•WeWieNANN•NeNsbeNNNN•••••Wr.%14
$3.604 automobile touring ear. It
will be one of the finest ever brought
People tin,i1
to the city,
Plassen* Events
•
Mr. J P. Smith went to Eddyville
this morning on business.
Miss Pearl Hendley, of Farming
Parties *ending in at-counts of so. toe, Is visiting Miss Ina Rawlinson.
clef eutertair
nts will please *Me
them, as The Sun will not publish
RIGHT HANDY.
If you are preparing for a trip Thursday or
eommunicetions sent in that are not
signed.
TO Court Were Crossland Mid Tully
Friday, do your shoppintWednesday. We have
Whey They Fought.
Pleasant Birthday Party.
Mrs. W. V. Eaton, of North SevAttorney Sam Crossland. of Maysome of the rettiest fall wearables we have ever
enth street, entertained most charmfield, and Wynn Tulley, liveryman.
ingly. Monday afternoon in honor of
of Fourth street and Kentucky avedisplayLd. We would be pkased to show them.
the fourth birthday of her daughter,
nue, were the principals in an excitMary Frances. The dining room was
ing fight at the city hall corner this
attractively decorated in yellow and afternoon.
It is said that Mr. Tulley
317
317
white and the table was beautifully became
incensed at a remark made
set in yellow and
BROADWAY
white dallies, by the attorney. The liveryman
BROADWAY
Is
where orange sherbet and orange larger
and much the younger man
cup with iced cakes were served
and in the fight the attorney was
together with orangeade. An attracknocked down. City officials who
tive hunt followed the refreshments.
were la the door of the city hall had
each child carrying a basket trimno trAble in restoring order and
med in yellow ayd white to find aniIs as simple as the old wash
summons were issued, ordering the
•
-Second annual grand ball will mal cakes which had been hid in
men to appear In the police court
hoard and its principal is just
be given Tuesday evening, Septem- every corner. The little hostess re- tomorrow
to answer to a charge of
LOCAL LINES.
the same.
Not being so harsh
ber 18, at Wallace park by the la- ceived many prettk
gifts. Those breach of peace.
dies of Heartease lodge No. 31, aux- present were: Martha Cabell, Elizaon the clothes, it saves the
iliary to the Brotherhood of Loco- beth Eades, Norma Bow Baden, Ella
Must Be Tried by Magistrate.
fabric and leaves the buttons on.
motive Firemen.
Puryear Hubbard, Rachael Griffith.
Edgar Jeffords, fink' 850 and
-For Dr Peudiey ring 416.
-The management of Wallace Mary Lee Walker, Emma ()leaves, coats in police court on the
charge
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have movpark has arranged tot a balloon as- Frances Elizabeth
Allen,
TAKE A LOOK
Macon of unmercifully besting a horse on
ed their flower store to 629 Broadcension Sunday afternoon, Septem- Gleaves, Louise Crice. Elizabeth August 7 al Champion's
bridge
way.
In
ber 23rd. Also a fine band concert Porter, Daisy (Heaves, Anna Smith, the county, will have to be
tried by
-Local Illinois Central shop meo
Nell Simmons Craig, Ida Graves.
by Kings Military band.
Magistrate E. W. Emery because the
were relieved when the pa) ear arMay Paxton Pnryear,".81.unan Porter
act was committed In (be county and
--The city hall will be the place
rived yesterday. Some one yesterdaY
Sleeth Ruth Johnson, Vielseepthe police judge has no Jurisdiction
of
meeting
of
the
Academy
of Medistaked a repOrt that the pay car
er. Robert Rouse Moore, Fred
ice, The trial has not been set.
was wrecked In Illinole aid all the cine tonight since the use of.. the liLeon Lyle, Joseph Young. Hinttins
checks destroyed by fire This would brary building was refused. A regWare Lee Strong, Bernard Strong,
It of Indictments.
have necessitated a going hack to ular meeting place has not been seWillie Eaton. Mesdames William
John Covington, an aged man
lected. Dr. Della Caldwell will lectChicago for checim.
Cade.. J. P. Sleeth, George Kolb, T. from
Livtugstoe counN, was arresture before the academy and the Mc-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400
L. Crice, Harry Gleaves, W.
C. ed at noon bieTatroltaan Lige Cross
Cracken County
Medical society,
Broadway. Phone 196.
Strong, J. E. Walker, J. R. Moore, and
turned ove?-- to Sheriff John
--A "gib key" struck Frank Gray. which will meet there also tonight. E. L.
Faust and C. W. Craig. T P. Ogilvie. It Is
said that ,there are at
a popular 1114nols Central car re-The management of Wallace (Isbell,
F. E. Dunn. Sem Hubbard least 20 indictment
s agitset htm In
pairer. In the forehead yesterday at- Park has arranged for a bailoon asand
Misses
Lettle
•
Smith. Loretta Livingston circuit court for
ternoon and inflicted a severe wound. censlon Sunday afternoon. Septet/3illicit
s.•S.•S.\
'Y \s.
Y. %.%.%36%••
whisky selling.
es.eee•Ve306%.16%%%%14
$ Gray was world's ands, the etil her 23rd. Also a tine band concert
knocking the key from a ling Pie. by King's Military band
gess( Horne Wedding.
Shooting at slope*.
FOR HAIR DRESSING, bar switch
It was tightly wedged and when it
-Justice Charles Emery
Mr W E Smith, originally front
this
George Brooks, colored, is In jail
Cs, curls, puffs and hair chains, first
did give way struck hint The wound morning issued
• warrant for the ar- the state of Pennsylvania, but now
a at Metropolis. Ill.. charged
TIPS.
class work. Apply Mrs. S. E. Sprin
is two inches tong, the forehead be- rest of John Doe, alias
with
"Slick Jack," resident of Paducah, and Miss Geor- shooting
Jetta Brooks, a woman. el.
ger. 826 North Sixth.
ing split open to the bone. lie is at for breach of
peace. Joe Moore, a gia L. Williamson, of the city,
will Joppa, III . last night. The %omen
the beepital unable to work
FOR RENT- Five room cottage
resident of Mechanicsburg, claims be married tonight at g:30
o'clock at was shot in the abdomen and
-Old Reliable
house with bath and sewer canner
IMO
Carterville,
that Doe whipped him last night. the home of the brideelect, 1031 die
NOW 18 THE accepted time for done No..423 Adams
The prisoner claims the shootwashed nut, and egg coal is the The fight occurred
street. Phone
outside the city Harrison street, by the Rev. Mr. ng
was accIdenttl.
you to look about your fire and tereia- 1325 or apply 302 N. 7th
cheapest. Bradley Bros. Pbose 839. limits. Doe works
St.
for the Paducah Myers. of Texas, a friend of Miss
do insurance, as fall and winter are
-Because lest month an employe Cooperage CCM pany.
-LOST $20 bill on North Fourth
Williamson. The ceremony will be
coming. Remember the old and releft his place of work and asked the
Board of leslucation.
'Net between Broadway and Jeffer-City subscribers to the Daily performed In the pressegee of a few
Labia
Friedman Insurance Agency. son,
paymaster for hia check, resulting in
There
will
be
a
meeting
of
, the
itetarn to 211 South Fourth
Sun who wish the delivery of their friends. The young man is a fireboard of education In High 'school. Office No. 128 South Third street. Of' street anevevelve reward.
a walk out of blacksmiths and help- papers
stopped. must notify our col- man on the Illinois Central, and his
See
telephone
No
940.
Residence
ers. Master Mechanic K. J, Turnbull lecture
building Y.'edneaday night. Septem-1KANTEDor make their requests direct bride is a popular young woman of
--N-.11 young men 16
has posted a bulletin in ail shops to
ber 19. to consider the coal bide and phone A. 1:,141.. We represent some years
The Sun office. No attention will I the north side
old or over to.,learn harness
of
the
oldest
best
insurance
and
comhere warning ,the men not to leave be paid
insurance.
to such orders when given to
,
to 1036
panies, which are paying their losses and saddle trades. Akols
H. H. WILLIAMSON, President
their work as it might muse a delay our carriers.
North Eighth street.
Sun Pub. Co.
promptly.
We
protect
interests,
your
Card
Party.
W.
H. PITCHER. Clerk.
in paying 01.
The management of Wallace
FOR SALE--lbobacco factory:'see.r.
and you better be said Dun sorry.
Mrs Hal (Swbett Is entertaining
•---Sotnethingkirese----A
rt9g-j,
a
be
ner Fifth and (Nay streets. lesriticati.
forj
Give us a call.
this
afternoon at her home on North
lloos
iI azine for the atId1S.nS Tll,
_
Married at Metropolis.
Wait ,
ern
, Aftr Valls' stark at cards In honor of her
• Ky. Apply to the Imperial Tobacco
WANTED-Runabout. Pleme 988.
too. Interest everyone but has an
Fairfax F. Orate. a motorman, emher 23rd
Also a floe band cooeert visitor. Mrs. J. 0. Slavton, of Spokane
company of Kentucky. Hendersou,
especial attraction for the railroad
ployed by the Paducah Traction comHEATI1g0 and stove wood, Fraalt Ky.
by King's Military band
Wash.
There
were
three
tables.
man and his faintly. Get the first
pany. and Estelle E. Wilkes, of this Leyte, hate clones 487.
-A meeting or the school board
HORSES FOR SALts-We have a
nnmber. only be. R. D Clements
city, were married last night at Meeas bees caIN for Wedeesday evenAmong those registered at the PalFOR RENT-One glee or store few nice drivers and farm mares left
& Co.
tropolis by Magistrate Liggett
ing and did not take place as stated mer today are: J, fe Johnson, Nash428 Broadway. Phones 1513.
that must be sold at once. McNeill
-Authority for nine more examyesterday on account of the lack of ville; 0. B. Seeker. St. Louis; M. J.
Snyder, at Harper's wagon yard
&
WANTED-Coolt. colored Preferinations for eivi service
mmele
positions a quorum.
%Ise Rua
The coal supply and the Hanna, Chicago. H
Robinson.
B
A MODERN HOME for sale. Six
was received this mortgag. They are
red. Both phones 415.
holler insurance will be considered. Dawson; J. J. TIgert, Nashville. T
_
rooms, bath, furnace
hardwood
veterinary inspector bureau of nalFOR SALE-Thirteen-room house.
-A balloon ascension and free W. Hammond, Louisville; J. fic.brofloors, up-'o-date in every particurnal industry, department of agriculmodern coovenleaces. Old phone 464.
band concert will be given at Wallace der, Cincinnati; Henry Atwood. I.a
lar. Apply on premised at 416 North
ture, interine fireman, master builder,
pork Sunday afternoon
Center; H. B. -Donaldson. Bowling
CLEANING and pressing neatly Fifth 'street.
bridge engineer, principd assistant
-Dr. 5. V. Voris. dentist. 200 Fra- Green; G. W. Palmer, Canton. 0.:
done. James Duffey, old phone 718-r.
chief engineer, assistant engineer.
J. B. MORGAN, blacksmith, 403
ternity building.
C. 0. Lesley. Nashville; J. W. FowFOR SALE-Cheap, Viet. r Recwater and sewer construction, *woad
Opeo
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
Clone ords.
-A balloon ascension and free ler, Sardis, Tenn ; 0. C. Barton. *twatApply
826
North
Sixth
assistant engineer, Philippine service. hand
Dec.
72%
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
73%
concert will be given at Wallace Paris, Tenn.; C. T. Berryman. LouisWANTED--Gooc
-r-giri at 1500 for fore stone side wire tires, the
all for Ootnher 17. 19116
May
76%
77%
park Sunday afternoon
ville; S. Barrett, Henderson; J. H
Broadwgy.
best rubber tires made.
--Do not be deceived, Bradley
-Our customers are our best ad- Leslie', Indianapolis.
_
Dec.
FOR RENT-Moe furnished rooms
Bros. are sole agents for Carterville. vertisers. Ask your neighbor.
41%
42%
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Mason
Belvedere: G. C. Hayes, Chicago;
BradMay
42%
• Ill.. washed coal. Phone $39
43% 419 WashIngtoo, old phone nee.
ry and concrete work a specialty.
ley Bros. Phone $39.
W P. Comeford, Cairo; Fred RoseFOR RENT-Room suitable for Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
-The bridge over Cross creek.
-A balloon ascension end free land, New York; G. A. ends, Frank- Oeb-Sept
3'Z%
33% office or shop, 801 South Third. Phone Residence phone 1237. Prompt atwhere the firm of Thomas Bridges' band concert will be given at Wallace fort: 0 D. Head. Chicago: Harry
Dee.
32%
32'/. 222.
tention to all ,estimates.
Sons is building a concrete culvert, park Sunday afternoon.
Albers, St. 'Louis:- W. E. McCawley,
Porkfell yesterday afternoon at 3:34I
NIGHT SCHOOL- Bookiee-One load of our coal will make Chicago; 7' It. Todd, Louisville
eping.
- FOR SALE CHEAP-One small
Jan.
12.10 12.82
o'clock. It had been weakened by you an advertiser for us. Bradley
site and writing desk Apply at 640 Shorthand. Typewriting etc.. only
Dr G. B. Froage has relarned
Cottonthe construction of the culvert. Bros. Phone 339.
$4 a month. Draughon'n Practical
Broadway,
from Missouri, where he visited his
Des
9.36
9 22
Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway.
Street Inspector Alones.Elliott built
-When you order a rig from us parents.
FOR
HAMBURG
ERS
and
TaHot
Jan.
9.48
9.31
Phone
a strong bridge over toe creek in you are talking to one of the pro1765. Call, phone or write for
Miss Nola Mercer has returned to
males
go to "Shorty's" Ill Ys South
Mar.5.56
9.45
catalogue. It will convince you that
the Katterjohn brick yard hollow prietors or capable clerks (not a her home at Herrin. Ill., after visitThird or 127 North Fourth.
Draughon's Is the best.
and passengers to the Illinois Central driver or hostler) who writes files and ing Mies Mice Coleman, on South StocksJOS. STARR, Ninth and Trimble,
I. C.
1.71% 1.72
depot take this route to reach their fill, the order at appointed time. Pal- Eleventh etreet.
WANTED. FOR. U. s. ARMY L. & N.
1.62
1.51% repairs clock, umbrellas sewing ma' Able-bodied unmarried men between
destination.
mer Transfer company.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Chamblin
U. P.
1.89% 1.88% chines and chairs.
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
-The Sun office is prepared re have returned from Sikeston, Mo..
--,The ladles of the Second BapHICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
Rdg.
1.621
/
4 1.53%
furnish
States, of good character and temthe very latest things in en- where Mr. Chamblin 'has just comtist chureb will give an Ice cream
St. P.
442, New 59/1. Delivered promptly.
1.78% 1.77
perate habits, who can speak, read
supper Tuesday night, September 1*. graved or printed calling cards and pleted a-big building contract.
Mo. P.
99%
98% E. B. Bell & Sons. - '
invitations
of
and write English. For information
sort,
any
and
mak•
is
Mr
and Mrs. Al B. Jameson who
at the corner of Ninth and Ohio
Penn.
1.43% 1.43
FOR RENT --Nine room house, apply to Recruiting Office New Ri-ohing special prices now.
streets. Everybody Invited
were married Sunday by the Rev. T.
Cop.
1.15% 1.14% with bath and sewer coneeetkele, Jef- rnond
We guarantee to please you J. Newell, have gone to St. Louis to
House, Paducah, Ky.
Steel.
1.56
1.55% ferson and Fountain.. 11. 11 _Rieke.
with Old Taylor, Ky., Lump coal. reside. -Mrs. Jameson wee formerly
WANTED-Will pay $4.1s0 per
Lead
79
78%
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
FOR BRTCK WORK and grate re- day for le-at-class tight barrel beetlMiss Pearl Baker, daughter of Mr.
C. F. I.
56%
57%
pairing apply-to-1e -- Augustus, old ing sawyer. Will pay good wages
and Mrs. Blake Baker. Mr. Jameson
S. P.
1.06% 1.06% phone 832.
SAPS AND RUSSIANS.
New phone 690.
Is a popular railroad fireman formerfor block wheelers, square heading
11. S.
46%
45%
ly with the Illinois Central here.
FOR RENT-Two furnished room, callers, stackers and pitchers. Come
Fight When Former Are Amused of
Attorney A. L. Harper, of 731
complete (Dr light housekeeping. on. One circler and a number of
Local Markets.
Poaching.
South Fourth street, left today for
biotic makers. H. Alfrey, Little
1109 Jefferson.
Dressed Chickens-20c to 315e.
Holderfleld, Oklahoma. to locate.
."
FOR RENT- Tnree unfurnished Rock, Ark.
Eggs--20c dos.
Victoria, B. C., Sept. If.-- A faMrs. Frank Esker, wife of the corTHE NEW VETERINARY Hospirooms for housekeeping. Apply at
Butter-20c lb
tal affray between Japanese poach- oner, is in of fever.
1'07 Monroe street.
tal, Farley & Fisher, veterinary snrIrish Potatoes-Per bu 70e.
ers and Russians off the KamchatMiss Lizzie Kelley has recovered
Tbe latest exquisite creation
Sweet Potatoes-Per his 75c.
geons
and dentists. Special facilities
EXPERIE
NCED
Young man a"ken roast, which resulted in the lall- from a brief illness.
of Maison Violet (pro, o laced
Country Hams- 15c. lb.
nographer wants position. Address have been provided for in tonstructing
ing
of
Russian
a
officer
nineteen
and
Attorney A. Y. Martin has returnVe-o-lsyi of Paris It hes reour new hos-ital whIch enables us to
Green Sausage-8c. ?b.
L. care Sun.
men and a number of Japanese, In- ed from Greenville, after spending
c -tired the sanction of the
Sausagt--10c lb.
WANTED TO SELL, 4 teams treat all diseases of horses and dogs
cluding Captain Odake, of the fish- his vacation with relative..
most fashionable iii
the
Country Lard-lie lb.
complete,
5 mules and three horses: in the most modern manner. We have
ing
veriest,
is reported in Japanese
Mrs. J. M. Walton, of Paducah,
fashion cent es of Europe and
Lettuce-b
e
bunch
cash
or on time. Apply to Jake Bied- a clean, airy, sanitary rod up-to-dale
advices. Six vessels were In the fish- who has been visiting relatives
Is sore to te popular here.
at
Tomatoes-10c gallon
place and one that Is complete in evecy
erman
Oro. & Baking Co.
ing
when
the
Russians
party
of
seisIt Is remerksble for it. perMartin Is the guest of Mrs. Sam
Peaches-45c basket
detail. We invite you to call and ined them on the charge of poaching. Bennett.- Fulton Leader.
ONE NICE front room for rent.
sistency as well as its sweet,
Beans-10c. gallon.
spect our piter. Office and hospital,
The battle followed.
with all modern oonvenieuces. Genrefined bouquet
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Bobout have
Roasting Ears-I
429 South Third ttreet. Ofnce phone
dosen.
tlemen preferred. Inquire 713 Kenreturned from Niagara Falls.
Cantaloupe
s
-20
old.
to
1345; new, 153; residence, otI
40c
dos.
Attack II Prince in Austria.
tucky avenue.
Dr. Della Caldwell has returned
fluter-beans-10c. quart.
phone 1816.
London, Sept. 18.- According to hotqd from southern
HOUSE AND LOT for sale-- Lot
Illinois. where
Celery-40c dozen.
the Mail's correspondent from Buda she as been visiting
401168. four room house, 420 South
friends.
Negro Murderer Seen.
Pest an attempt was made SeptemLieut. William
12th. Price $500. For particulars see
L. Lee. United
PADUCAH ORAIN MARKET.
Russellville. Ky., Sept. 18.--- Dep.
ber 16 on the life of Archduke Fran- States army,
Mrs. !Ante Ray, 420 South 12th.
is visiting friends In
Wheat, 65c be.
nty Rhea and a posse of men were
cis Ferdinand. heir presumptive to
Paducah.
FOR IFIALIC--leagy tart-sic
Corn. 64c hu.
new close on the track of Godfrey Ray.
the throne of Hungary. As the prince
Mrs. J. S. Hofilker, who has been
Hay-From jobbers to rsosil deal- houses in Northview addition nem the negro murderer
of the marshal
was traveling through Salago Tar- visiting Mrs.
J. 8. Bleecker, returned ers-Strict grades. Choice Tim , 12th street oar line. W. D. Greer
liwortrrated
of Trenton, Friday. He has been
ban to Vienna on a special train to her home in Pennsylvan
ia todaY. 1171 No. 1 Tim.. 81640 No. 2 Tim, 627 Broedway,
DRUC3018T8
seen by several negroes near Dot, In
stones were hurled through .the winMrs. J. P. Smith and children have 816. Fancy northern clover $16.
FOR RIblef-One five room -hoose the lower part of Loran county, gole sad Irsality.
ha Plisses In
dows of his carriage. The pence was returned from n visit
hi Milton' Prom country wagons at public qual- on Mayflelt1 road- one mile
from '1. C. ing in an easterly direction He was
uninjured and his assailants escap- Lake, Mien.
Night Bell at Side Door.
ity medium to very poor, 28 to $17 strops. APPIT C. W. Theobold,
May- heavily armed and Is being closely
ed.
Mx. Henry BiederMart left for the per las ler valous
field road.
pursued.
A
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CLOSED THURSDAY

A LITTLE WATER

And a little work will make clean
clothes if Hart's 0. K. Washing
Machine is used.
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there is dissatisfied wIth.his
route as indicated by a profile and
meat end siapridly wants to get
blue print filed herewith, and doge
away. Praeglealle there Is no cow
nated on said profile as teem testi.
oarlsou between the cooditioas wiNO. 2.
de, which workingmen live In ScotSection 3. Said railroad commie)
land and the United States. In AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR shall constru
ct said crossing out of
speaking of the former country, Dr. THE CONSTRUCTION OF JAR- good material subject
to the dire,
Bristol says: "Just as is America RETT STREET BY GRADING AND
of the city engineer, and *ha,
Improve Waterways and Reg- hopefulness and ambition is the dom- GRAVELING FROM A POINT lion
keep said crossing at all timer prop
inating
note. there
despondency WHERE SAME INTERSECTS SIDE erly repaired and in good conditios
ulate Transportation.
Very low round trip rates all summer. Special
marks the whole attitude of thW peo- OF POWELL STREET
TO
A so as not to interfere unnecessari
inclusive.
redectioas September 23 to
ple. In many great cities drunken- POINT WHERE SAME
INTER- with the use of said street and ride
ness is so nearly universal as to pass SECTS SIDE OF BRIDGE STREET. walk.
Very low round trip rates all summer. Special
t unquiet...sin iirteevii Indwell-SA Classeswithout comment or thought of ar- IN THE CITY OF PADUCAH. KENreductions September 3 to 14 ineuseic. Oat way
Section 4. All ordluancee or parts
es in Itilted
and (irt•st
rest." While this will mean in- TUCKY.
"Colonist" tickets will be on sale September 1510 Oztobts 31.
of ordinances ia conflict with this
lieltalu.
creased emigration, there Is evidentBE IT ORDAINED BY THE GEN- ordinance, so far as they
tonne
ly something rotten somewhere, and ERAL COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF herewith are hereby repealed.
Very low rayed trip rates all
summer,•
an interesting light is thrown on the PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Section 5. This ordinance sha
Section 1. That Jarret street, from take effect from and after
SOON HAVE HUNDRED MILLION. situation by a prominent Britlah
Its pa
financiat expert, who predicts a loss a point where same intersects the sage and approval.
Illustrated Booklets and Full Inlormatitin Regardof from $2,5100000,000 to $54t0,4100.- Property line of Powell street. to a
Adopted September S. 1906.
ing Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.
one in the next ten years through point where the same intersects the GEO. 0. leilltOOM, President Boael
Washington, Sept. 18.- If Miss municipal securiti
propert
y line of Bridge street. In
es. Indeed, It is
of Councilmen.
Democracy is a bit disapPolated that becoming plainer
that the reaction is the city , of Paducah, Kentucky, be
Approved September 7.
GEO. H. LEE,
P. S. WEEVER,
Mr. Bryan should bring her as his coming, since
the slogan of public and the same I. hereby ordered to
D. A. YEISER. Mayor.
chief gift on les return teem foreign ownership
Gin, Pats. Agt.,
Tray. Pass. Agt.,
Is uot so loudly shouted as be constructed of good merchantable
Adopted September 6. 1914.
travel nothing more alluring than hie formerly.
In Glasgow, where the gravel suitable in all respects for 0. B. STARKS, President Board of
Little
Nashville, Tenn.
Rock.,
Ark..
advocacy of the government owner- one
idea has been to
Aidermen.
municiplise such construction; all to be done in
ship of railroads proposetion. which everything,
the policy, aside from strict accordance with the plans,
Attest.
she feels dote not well become her. financia loss,
HENRY BAILEY, City Clerk.
l
has resulted In • cItY grades, specification,, widths and
It remains to be se,n whether he will of crowded tenemen
t dwellers who profiles of the city engineer, made
tactfully withdraw It to be placed live
under conditions which would and provided by him for such purTURILLING ROMAN RACKS.
In a dint political garret with certain not be tolerate
d by the American pose, all of which are adopted as a
other family relics. As a partisan workisetnan.
Nor does the erect Dart of this ordinance as fully as if Revival of the Seneational .trenic
Issue catculated to dominate a eutere seem
to have bene confined to Glas- embraced herein or attached hereto
Contseste of the Days of Nero.
platform, Mr. Bryan himself must be gow;
for the parades In hondost of and made a part hereof, and are
disappointed, to put it mildly, at the
thousands of unemployed, asking not marked "A" for more specific idenA revival of the old Roman hipEver have your shirts returned from the laundry
rapidity with wheel such prominent
alms but work, are still fresh 111 tification.
podrome races on
an elaborate
Democrats as John Sharp Williams
with
the bosom st.c..:hed only in spots and with starch
Section 2. That said work shae wale Is promise
memory. Altogether there seems to
d ae one of the 1:
have declined acquaintance with the
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
be a dissatisfaction on the part of the be corutructed under the allection 01 teresting incidental features of ti
subject. That the government ownBritish workingman with existing the board of public works and the Barnum & Bailey Greatest Show e•
bosom?
ership policy, however, in a someconditions!, which, in the light of Dr supervision of the city engineer, and Earth when it exhibits here Sc
what unexpected and
unpartisan Bristol's Investigation
shall
commen
be
ced at a time desig- her 27. In connection with
We have a machine which saves you from such
will result in
the e
manner, will not be without effect on
an increasing number of immigrants nated by contract for the perform- man chariot and standing rat,
annoy
ances.
the action of the next congrem, is not
to this country from the !eland king- ance of staid work, aild completed on there will, it is announce& e I
doubted 'Ince 1:3cal politicians have
or
before
December 31. 19116, after citing clown races,
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
dom. The Wilted States seems to be
obstacle rat.
been quick to reeozalse that macy
a Common mecca, a tact which shoes the passage, approval and publica- pony races with monkey riders; tie
shirt
with this machine.
of the Ideals which Mt-. Bryan seeks
dent races, high-jumping colicthat there was more truth than poet- tion of this ordinance.
are to be found through such inSection 3. The cost of such con- and long-leapi
Let us demonstrate its value to you.
ry In Uncle Joe Cannon's rental k that
ng contests wills Kl. 7
creamed appropriate:ins for the imbe tucks and Arabian thoroug
this is a very fine country-or words Itruction of said streets snail
.
hbred
provement of the rivers and harbors
paid for by property owners *but- and many
to that effect.
other events of interest tei
•
of the country as will enable the govting or fronting thereon on both genuine
lovers of the incitements or!
A Toothless Race.
ernment to complete improvemente
sides thereof, to be apportioned to the racing
-tracks.
Are Germans to tievorne a toothnecessary to a national system of
and assessed against the property
A great deal of money, it is sale,
less
race?
beer
Is
(kinkin
g
conducheep water transportation, which
and prOperty owners abutting there- has been
Both Phones 200. 120 North fourth St.
expended upon the Barwid act as an efficient regulator. cive to bad teeth? These are the on on both
sides
thereof,
ac- num & Bailey hippodrome
questions which naturally arise from
this
seafence the mewls which Mr. Bry-an
cording to the number or front 'feet son.
has advocated for .111S‘ thei. ends the interesting report Just received abutting thereon. except tne city of
The circus performance that prehave not been cordially received, it from Consul General Guenther at the Paducah shall pay the entire cost of
cedes the hippodrome races is also.
State
departm
ent
relative
to
the all intersections of streets and
Is generally admitted that the altennpub- according to preliminary reports,
W. P. Faeroe,
of
K. RODS,
P. PURVEAR,
ative offer's/ to waterways Improve- teeth of school children in Germany. lic alleys, If any such there be.
such an unusually high character as
Accordi
President.
ng
to
the,
Cashier
figures,
little
the
Assistant Cashes,
mente will now ga.n added- eupOort.
Section 4. The contractor awarded to create
a new record
in arenic
The national rivers and harbors con- German. while he may be long on, the contract for the work herein proachieve
ments.
There
is
a big aerialgrems which is /*Aortae to bring Imperialism and an inherited ability vided for shall be paid only upon esautomobileeaensation; mid-air somto consume beer, is decidedly short timates
about the necessary increased mite.
furnished by the city engi- ersaults by
two daring bicycle rid;elation*. makes de strongest argu- on good masticators, for they show neer, and approved by the board or
ers; up-to-date riding, acrobatic sine
that
of
Me
31.72e
teeth
belongi
ng
to
Public works in accordance with the aerial
ment on the ground that an adequate
numbers by a company or
Capital
the LOSO school children examined. terms
el
system
of the contract made by the three hundre
of
$100000
water
transportation.
d European and Ameronly
3.047,
or
less
than
one
suns.
-tenth
is
contractor awarded said contract and ican
heretofore lacking through lack of
50,0
00
artists. including Jostle Demott,
money, would at once be the best sound. The boys seem to have a lit- the city of Paducah for said work, the
Stock holders liability
only somersault equestrienne:
100,000
passible cheapener and regulator of tle the better of the situation, foe in and in no other way.
three
herds
of
elephants to a novei
their
case
the
results
show
12,826
derates. Perhaps the most anomalous
Section 5. This ordinance shall battle
Total security to depositors. .. $250,000
'
Reese; several new trained feature of the whole situation lies In fective teeth against 2,116 sound take effect from and after Its pas- horse acts;
.0
a
new
spectac
le allegorAccounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
the .fact that, while Mr. Bryan put ones, about one In six being good. sage, approval and publication.
ically depicting the last days or the
With
the
girls.
15.747 defective
Adopted August 20, 11106.
small as well u large depositors and accord to all tne urns
tomerl his goveenment ownership
Russo-Japanese war, and
entitled
proposition as a purely Democratic teeth were found against only 931 GEO. 0. M'BROOM, President Board "Peace."
courteous treatment.
a
complete collection of
of Councilmen.
doctrine, the cause of waterways im- sound ones, giving the inspired ratio
rare wild animals, and many other
16
of
bad ones to one good one. Of
Adopted September G. 1906.
provements. which it is expected will
1 r••••ei•itt Pdid on Time Deposits
displays of a novel and Infrequently
derive so much benefit from it, is es- the 4,120 boys examined, only 19 had 0. B. STARKS, Prevident Board of seen charact
er.
Aldermen.
sentially non-prettiest receiving sup- undefective sets of teeth, while of
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Approved September 7, 1906.
port from Democrats and Republicans SSS girls only 16. were simliarly
Low
Excnnsion Rates via Southern
equipped. Among the 452 boys, 397
D. A. YEISER. Mayor.
alike
Third and Broadway
Railway From Looksville.
sets of teeth were unfit for the mastiAttest.
Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pm
Industrial Claimers
cation ,of.,food, and 396 children
HENRY BAILEY. City Clerk.
No, ('ol., $36.40 on saie daily to
While the cry for more metiers showed coottitutional ailments due
Sept. 30 with return limit of October
continues unabated from many- parts to poor teeth. The total results
AN ORDINANCE GRANTING TO 31st.
of the country, Uncle Sam meanwhile showed fel per cent of defective teeth,
THE NASHVILLE-CHATTANOOGA
Atheville, N. C., $15 95. On sale
being busy with
his immigration with only 35 out of 1020 children
ST. LOUlfil RAILROAD COMPA- daily the year round good
laws to insure a desirable class. hoeing sound sets. Truly Germany
returnIce
economic and social developments In would seem to be an overlooked NY. ITS SUCCESSORS OR AS- within six months.
SIGNS, THE RIGHT TO CONLow Homemekene Rate, to mady
the united kingdom indicate that em- mecca for the dentist.
STRUCT A SPUR TRACK ACROSS Points in the Southeast. West
igration from it is going to increase
anl
Candy Inspector.
SOI'TH SIXTH STREET AND SIDE- Southwest on first and third Tuesday
largely in the future
A
s
Whether the
For those who, preserving a sweet WALKS OPPOSITE THEREON.
of each month, June to November inUnited States can obtain these hometnnth, feel that to satisfy their
BE
IT ORDAINED BY THROES- clusive.
desire
seekers is, of course, atiother quese
and at the same time secure a very HEAL COUNCIL OF THE
For additiorial information, tickets
CITY OF
eon; but the experience of Dr. BrIs
fair salad
,by so doing would just PADUCAH.
etc.,' call on any agents of the South
tol, of this city, who has just r''
about suit, Uncle Sam is at priesent
Section I. The right is hereby era Railway or address J. F. been,
turned from 'a comparative investiga- offering
an opportunity for fulfilling granted to
the Nashville. Chattanoo- traveling passenger agent, 111 East
tion of the renditions under which
an ideal on the order of that which ga &
St. Louis Railroad Co., its sue- Main street, Lexington, Ky.; C. H.
the working man lives in Scotland
In childhood has animated not a eessons
or assigns, to construct a litingerferd, district passenger agent,
indlcatee that more and more homefew to believe that the quintessence side
track or spin, track across South 134 Fourth avenue, Loutevele: G. II
seekereetre anxious to leave Great
of happiness, manhood
reached, Sixth street. and sidewalks thereon Allen, A. 01...P. A. St. Louis, Mo.
Britain. Judging by Dr. Bristol's
would he found In the possession of between Norton
227 Broadway
street
and Jones
statetnents, a Republican campaign
a candy shop with a consequent un- street, extendi
When
two
ng
from
strong
Its
tracks as
men come to
committee could not find enough to
limited consumption of his goods. In now constructed
to Its lot between blows, even if they are well-matched,
enthuse over among- the
t.
united other words, the governm
ent wants a Fifth and Sixth street and Norton* It is not a pleasing sight,
kingdom's laboring classes to furnbut If the
confectionery examiner who shall and Jones street.
man who gets the worst of it will
ish material for one page of campass on the merits of candy, chocoSection 2. Said spur track shall use DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, he
paign literature. The working man
late and the like, and for the services
conform to the greets of Sixth street will look better and feel better in
of this important individual It is willwhere it crosseti same as nearly as! short order. Be sure you get Deing to pay a salary of 91,5151 a year.
possib/e, SO far as practical, and Witt's. Good for everything a salve
Whether or not this is a sufficleat
shall be so constructed so-as-net to is used for, Including piles. Sold by
Ma to recompense the expert
for the Interfere with the free Wow of wa- Lang Wog
probable loss of dimmable, -remains
ter along the glitters, sewers, or culto be seen, although It Is reported
verts on said
.eet: and along the NOTICE TO PROPERT1
that the consumption of candy has inPlease have your lists. I am work
creased throughout the country on
Ing the city and I expect to N
acount of the fact that candidates
every house in the city myself or
for the job are training their hardest
(Anse same to be done by my
deputy.
Incorporated
ter the examination, which occurs
Please look over your lists of per1211-I3a IN. Pourth St.
on the last of the month.
Phcx now 757
sonal property and value the same at
It55,000,000 /loon.
your leisum thereby saving time and
annoyances to yourself and us
J
The country is programing steadily
towards the 100.040.000 mark
J. Wits TROUTMAN,
In
population. The estimate of the
County Aso:eine
treastrry depertment just given out
for the entire population on SeptemGood for the cough, removes the
Von will be comfortably
cold, the cause of the cough. That's
ber I peaces the figure at 84.693.000,
When dwelling on the Plumbing or
the work of Kennedy's Laxative
situated, too, this winter If
for each one of whom there was $32 Heating question is:
Who's the best to see
Honey and Tar--- the original laxa59 In circulation.
Ask your neighbor. Oftener
you let us fill your coal house.
than not
Our line la large. We
tive cough syrup. Contains no opihe will refer you to
Our coal is as good as money
have all kinds. ' You
ates. Sold by hang Bros.
In these days of rush and burry
can buy We can furnish you
•
can find the kind of
courtes
y
is
often
forgott
en.
In the
nice bundled kindling, too,
Notice to Traveling lenfelci
Soap you want. at
mad, pell mell rush of our life little
right along with your coal.
Please take notice that outbound
things; are done to offend that we
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
passenger trains for
Order now.
Cairo and
rather remained undone. A hastily
133
Sout
h
Fourth
334 Ktentucky Ave.
Brookport will not be stopped at
Both Phones 203
eaten meal and its resultant headBoth Phonon 2101
Elevent
h
and
Broadway Inbound
ache may cause us social or financial
trains will make this stop.
loss. The wise rnaa or woman is the
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent I. C. R. R.
one who relieves little Ills of this
'set br a Mile dose of Koylol for
DeWitt's Little Early
Riser,.
Dyepepsla. It digests What you eat.
Pleasant 'little pflhs that do not gripe
Sold by Lang Bros.
on sicken. Sold by Lang Bros.

BETTER SCHEME
THAN MR. BRYAN'S
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engaged In several different busielution at a meeting last Thursday I
End His Own Life.
Pittsburg and Chicago.
nesses here and resided in the Maxon
adopted resolutions condemning the
Mills sectiop of late.
present system of freight classificaTwenty years ago he married Miss
tion In the United States as unfair Would Net Admit Ininking Weed Jessie Maxon, daughter of the late Recognizes Menace of state Legislato shippers and as affording the
Alcohol and Dies Without
tion and Antinpates Such
Morris Maxon. His wife and daughmeans by which rates have beeu
Explanation.
ter, Cassandra Ware, survive him
Action.
juggled and millions of dollars add
N account of the Jewish New Year, ThursHis brothers and sisters, Erve Ware,
ed to the railroads' revenues. The
day, September 20. our store will be closed
Masons; J. E. Ware, Los Angeles,
appointment of a committee was
all day on that day.
Cal., and James Ware, Paducah:
FUNERAL
AFTERNOON
CENTRAL
THIS
ANROCIATION PLAN. asked whose duty it shall be to take
Mrs. Tom Jones, Memphis; Mrs. W.
up with the railroads the subject of
T. Albert. Maxon Mills, Mr., Lige
an entire reclassification.
Any one wishing to make purchases preparaOgilvie, Beaver, Oklahoma;
Miss
tory
to leaving the city on a visit can make them
Coroner Frank !taker held an in- Ellen Ware, Maxon Mills.
Last week a dispatch from Chica- STOPS
SELLING BANDID NOVELS.
Wednesday afternoon.
The funeral was held Tuesday af- go to the Philadelphia North Ameriquest into the i death of Edward
Ware. The verdict is as follows.
ternoon at 3 o'clock at the Grace can said: The Pennsylvania railroad Brown
News compsny of St. Louis
"We, the jury, euipaneled to dis- Episcopal church, burial in
Oak and the other railroads forming the
The store will be open as usual Friday mornIssues Reform Order.
cover the cause of the death of Ed Grove cemetery. The vestry acted as central passenger association have
ing with its great fall and winter showing of all
Ware. whose body is lying before us, pall bearers, the deceased being a applied for and have received perSt. Louis Sept. le.—T. C. Brown,
the representative lines of the leading manufacafter hearing what evidence was pre- member of the church.
miseion from the
interstate com- general manager of the Brown News
turers
of the country.
sented, find that he came to his
meree couuniselon to put Into effect a company', has sent
out a general ordeath by taking wood alcohol with
2-cent-a-mile passenger rate on lines der to all of the sten&
of the corn'
suicidal intent.
west of Pittsburg and, Buffalo and pany to dlecondnu
e the tale of all
(Signed) H..D. Mayes, Jeff Read,
east of Chicago. The change In rates ibeap literature
that has a tendency
Claude Creason, 1 W. Y. Griffith, A.
Is made necessary to comply
with to make heroes of criminals. The orF. Williams."
the Oblo 2-cent-rate law.
der reads that all of the Jest* James,
Ware was found in the Sanderson
After announcing their intention Younger brothers and
Dalton brothwagon yard sitting in his buggy
of complying with the Ohio law, the ers books should be
KENTI-CKV
sent in immedeathly ill. He said be had a congesee- railroads found they collet net glee diately.
It is expected
that this
tive chill. He was removed to Rouse Thursday
Mohamed Minittrela the. necessary thirty days' published move will aid the other news com& Whittemoree grocery at Fourth Friday
Phantom Detective notlee, required by the national law, wiles in making the same reform.
and Jefferson streets and placed on Saturday
. Thoroughbred Tramp Wel still put the reduced rates Into
some hay Doctors were summoned.
effect by October 1.
PARK CASINO.
AMERICAN POSITION
He was gasping for breath and vom- Vaudeville
It was therefore necessary to ob,,,All Thi. Week
iting. Wood alcohol was detected Horse ghee
October I tain permission from the interstate Announced to England According to
and matches struck to the liquid igcommerce rommission to make the
the Peat.
•
nited it. showing that he had drank
reductions without giving the thirty
"The Pfuintom Delective."
wood alcohol beyond a doubt.
days' notice
Birmingham, Ala., Sept
Is.- Rowland Clifford's newest novelThe body was removed to the MatThe commholon does not know America has informed leeigland how
ty play, "The Phantom Detective."
til-EfInger
whether the reduction in rates will far she Intends to proceeed regarding
undertaking
establish- was written
to the prolific author,
ment and prepared for burial.
extend all the way to Chicago or be disturbances in Cuba. The state deLem /I Parker, the music Clarence
Mr. C. B. Whittemore of the firm
limited to the state of Ohio, but as pertmeu deceives, according to an
E. Sinn, composed. Sam
DuYriee
of Rouse & Whittemore grocers, at
permission Is given for interstate article published in the Post today
thought out the many startling illuFourth and Jefferson streets, who
business. and was not necessary for America owing to her territorial po&Ions. The pretty ensembles and poswas the first to discover Mr. Ware,
interstate traffic, 't is presumed the sition, regards itself as trustee of the
es were arranged by Frederick Clarsaid:
territory covered by the central pas- interest of other nations baying comIt is Sail to tay no other essential associated
ence Rivers. Paean' Invented the
senger association.
mercial relations with Cuba.
"I walked into the Sandertion sta- electrical effects:, and
with social customs is judged by a more exact.
the superb
"Two cents a mile will he the maxble at 215 o'clock.- I noticed
Mr. costumes were designed and made
ing sendard of petf.:ctIon than are the engraved
imum passenger rare not only In BETTER THAN LIVE INSURANCE
Ware, whom I have known for a by Mme. Baena, "The Phantom
toims of Wedding Invitations and announce•
DeFive room house, solid brick found• long time sfittng In his buggy vom- tective" will be presented hereeTri- central passeoger but also trunk Vine
meats,
territory, by October 1," was the pre- ation, bath. held and 3 closets. lot 45
iting. He appeered to be in horrible day night at The Kentucky.
"The
Authoritative information as to correct usage,
agony.
Phantom" is a clever fellow, who is diction made by a prominent pa/ven- by 165 to 16 foot alley, coal, wood
and absolutely faultless workmjeship, give to
"Whale* the matter Ed!" I asked. a master magician and performs the eer traffic official following the meet- houses and shade. Price $2,500, cash
"Thave a congestive chill," he wonders of magic to the surprise ing of the central passenger &male- $5•00, balance $25 per month, 8 pa'
the productions of oursiQationerPand Engravcent interest on deferred payments.
reefed.
and delight of all. Incidental to the floe today.
ing Section the recognized stamp of unluallfied
"The legislatures of several of the Good neighborhood. Excellen t prop
"I then assisted
him
into our play specialties are Introduced
by
approval.
eastern states are determined to pass melon
store and laid him on some baled the original
Newsboys' Quartette,
Oar work is absolutely the peer of any of the
Four room brick house, lot Metal
hay I quickly summoned Drs. John- Frederick Clarence Rivers and the 2-cent laws, and many railroad offifamous house of the country, while our prices
son Bass, L. Thomas and H. P. Hall Sisters, and the many special cials believe that It is better to make feet to alley. Good we:I, hydrant,
lut reduction voluntarily than wait shade and stable.
Price $2,504
Sights.
musical ensembles are done
are considerably lower.
by a
until they are forced to do so. So cash $540, balance $25 pee month,
"About this time Mr. Sanderson chorus of pretty girls.
Spend your money at h. me,
as my road Is concerned, we are per ceot interest on deferred
far
asked Mr. Ware what he had drank
pay
ready to make the cut."
meets. [extraordinary
and the reply was 'nothing ,but a
opportunit
y
Vaudeville at the Casino.
This statement was made in dis- account of location
glass of beer.'
Au excellent vaudeville .haw
is cussing
the action of the Erie In anIn pure hasing either of the above
Although the physicians arrived the attraction at the Casino this week.
nouncing a 2 14-cent rate on Its en- homes, the parties have the privilege
In a moment Mr. Ware Was uncon- The bill has been amplified
by the tire itystem.
The official said that of paying off the indebtedness at any
scious and died in about 15 min- engagement of
several of the best
the action of the Underwood line was time, thereby maven; interest.
utes. All the doctors stated that be performers at tbe
carnival last week.
not unexpected by his company, and
Inquire of Padneah Reel Estate
had taken wood alcohol."
Among them is the Darnley trio. acthat he had no fault to find with it. Investment company Inc , Fraternity
Mr. Sanderson, owner of the sta- robats, who are
indignant at the reble. said:
building.
port that the engagement at the park
SIX YEARS IN POLITIC; BROKE.
"Mr. Ware arrived from his conn- th.s week it, a benefit
They claim
ery home about 10 o'clock this morn- to have been
—HARMELING, THE TAJIA)11.
engaged by Manager
Protege of La Follette, In Court,
ing and seemed
in good spirits Malone the second night of the carDi SHOWING COMPLETE LINE OF
Says the Game Doesn't Pay.
Shortly before 2 o'clock he passed nival and say
14VITINGS, -rttorstruNos, OVERthey are well able to
s the triable office and I never taw him
COATINGS AND VINTINGS. YoUR
care for themselves.
Milwaukee
, Sept. 18.— Colonel
any more until Mr. Whittemore callEARLY
INSPECTION ItFAPF.CYJohn J. Hannan, formerly private
ed to me."
FULLY SOLICITED. TEMPORARReal Colored Minstrels.
secretary for Governor La Follette
The only things in Mr. Ware',
ILY AT 428 RROADWAV.
Mahara's Minstrels, composed of and now holding a position as mesbuggy were several
eontato- 30 people, male
and female, presents senger of the United States senate
Mrs. 0. J. Winter, of Navasota.
a fine entertainment by an assembly and clerk of Senator La Follette's
Tex., arrived this morning to visit
of sweet singing colored people in committee
testified
today before
catchy music, light comedy, dancing, Commissioner Hazleton that politics Mrs. Roy McKinney. Mrs. L. B.
instrumental music, beautiful cote was not a paying proposition. The Reeves, of Osceola, Ark. Is expected
turtles and light effects. This compa- colonel said that he was "broke" af- tonight alio to visit Mrs. McKinney.
ny will appear at The Kentucky ter lex years in the heart of the poA Well Known Physician Slay. It InThursday night.
litical game He was up for examicreme... Activity of the Seerninch
nation In a suit breught by a carand le Gone rood,
penter contractor fer payment for
DAYS 1W FASTING.
I Will Cure You of Dandruff In Ste
work in erecting a grand stand durDr. I. M. P. Stnithwick, of La
Day. or Money Back.
ing
the
Grand Army reunion
In
Grange, N. C., who is prominent In Catholics Will Keep Three Days of
MR. Colonel Hannan
and some
Abattnence.
the medical profession in his state
Here's an offer that no man or
friends thought they saw a little
and an authority on food
woman need be ashamed-to accept-values.
money in the business, but their
agrees with other eminent physicians
it is an offer that I am most proud
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
scheme fell through and they were
that beer is a wholesome beverage, of Ibis week are "Ember Davie in
to make. I am the discoverer of Paunable to meet the bills. The onle,
benefivial to the health. In a recent the Catholic chureh calendar, and
risian Sage, the one great remedl
asset he had outside of het exenip4uteraew Dr. Smithwick said: .
_that is responsible more than anyas such will be observed with prayer
eons, Colonel Hannan testified, were
thing else for the -wonderfully heal"I believe beer to be a great ben- fasting and abstinence from flesh
2,060 sh•res of zinc stock, which he
thy and excellent condition of the
efit by aiding digestion and -astern: Meat by Catholics all over the world.
Goy Nance.
was induced to buy by
Lee None*. Jr.
— M. Nance, Embalmer
Henry F. heir of the French
!teflon. I think it is of food value to Ember days occur in each of the
people, most of
Whtt• Ambulance film Sick and Injured Only.
Cochems and which he would willthe human organism, not only on ac- four seasons of the year. The spring
whom use Parisian Sage.
ingly turn over to the plaintiff If he
count of the vegetable and cereal in- ember days occur annually on the
I have always claimed and have
would take it.
gredients It contains, but also on ac- Wednesdays. Fridays and Saturdays
thousands of times proved that the
hest and easiest way to preserve the
count of the small percentage of al- after the ?Int Sunday in Lent: the
EGYPTIAN IMPORTS
New Phone 334.,
Old Phone 699
cohol present. • which aide digestion summer ember days, on the Wedhair Is to kill the dandruff germs
Open Day and Night. ,
by increasing the acileity of the nesday. Friday and Saturday followwith Parisian Sage.
To United States Now Reach Over
Now, if you have dandruff and you
stomach."
ing Wbit-Sunday; the autumn, on
Ten Millions.
don't get rid of it you are going to
Doctor; say Pats* Feae Ribbon the Wednesday, Friday and Satur_
be bald some day just as sure as the
Beer is the beer to drink, the most day following September 1 , and the
Washingto
n,
Sept.
la.--Speclal sun will rise tomorrow.
healthful beer. It is richest in the winter ember days following immeAgent Charles M. Pepper, who was
food value of which Dr. Smithwick diately after tbe third day in Ad
Dandruff germs kill the hair—Paeent to Egypt to reiiiirt upon the risian
Sage kills the germs promptly
speaks because brewed only from vent.
prospects of Increased trade with that —cleans
-a, Pabst exclusive eight•day malt and
the scalp of all diseases--country, says the imports from Egypt
makes tent hair grow soft and luxuchoicest imported hops. All physicAnnouncement.
have readied
neatly $14.000A04, riant, stops falling hair and
ians say, "the richer the malt, the
Special 'services will be held on
is the
more wholesome the beer " Pabst New Years' day on Wednesday even- while In return direct shipments of cleanest and most refreshing hair
goods from the United States rarely dressing
extensive eight-day malt is the rich- nil at 7:30 and Thursday morning
made. I have come to Amerat
est malt made because grown from 10. The subject of the sermon at the exceed $104)04100 and In ROM! years ica to prove this to intelligent peohave fallen below $540,040. The to- ple, and I want
best selected harly and crown slowly, evening service will be "Backward
to prove it to you.
tal foreign commerce of Egypt In
I have appointed W. B. McPherwithout any unnatural development. and Forward." At the morning ser1895 was a tette more than $100.- son my
agent in this city and have
It retains in Pabst Beer all food ele- vice "The Frailty and Uncertainty of
000.404. Mr. Pepper says that it Instructed him to
ments of the barley ins pre-digested Things Merely Human and Material,
back up my great
will In lees than five year* amount to offer. If Parisian
Sage does not cure
form
Malt which is grown by the and the Power and Persistence of
$280.4100.404, ono-half of which will you of dandruff
in six days he will
usual four-day process loses the vital Things Godly and Spiritual." The
be Imported goods. For the floral give you your money
food strength of the barley and beer musical part of the 'rvices will be
back. Parisian
year 1106 this country has taken Sagefor. American
people is made In
made from four-day malt cannot be tinder the direction of the organist.
from Egypt $9,391,8211
worth of , my laboratory at Rochester, N T.,
rich In food value.
Mr. George Bagby. of Ironton, 0. All
goods and has sold to that country In order to avoid the
heavy export
Pabst Blue Ribbon is the superior are corditelly invited.
$1.183.121 worth.
American loco- I duties. If you have no drug store
of all beers in food strength, purity
motives at one time had a foothold in bandy 1 will send you a
bottle of
and cleanness
It is aged for months
—HARNIELING, THE TelLOR, Egypt, and American
bridge builders , Parisian Sage, charges prepaid,
before leaving the brewery and is FOR CLOTHES
on
THAT ARE RIGHT were In high favor, but recent ship- I
receipt of 60 cents, stamps or ailthe best beer to the taste,'mote re- TEMPORARILY
AT elail
ments by P.nglIsh firms has led thelver, Address Prof. Giroux,
freshing and satisfying
ears Gil- With Mahera's Minstrel.), at The Kentucky Thursday night.
WAY.
Seat* now
government to purchase its supplies , roux Mtg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
on Sale.
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